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Abstract

Metal-based additive manufacturing (AM) processes often produce parts with improved properties compared

to conventional manufacturing and metal working routes. However, currently, only a few alloys can be reli-

ably additively manufactured as the vast majority of the alloys in use today are not explicitly designed for this

manufacturing route. This is because the highly non-equilibrium nature of melting and rapid solidification

phenomena during AM leads to undesirable microstructures with complex growth morphologies and unpre-

dictable microstructural inhomogeneities including solidification defects, leading to unwanted variability in

final material properties. In this context, the review article discusses the underlying physical mechanisms

of microstructure and associated defects formation during ultrarapid cooling rates typical of AM in order

to suggest approaches to minimize and control microstructural heterogeneities for improved printability and

microstructure robustness (and hence properties). In particular, the physical effects of cooling rates and

alloy parameters on rapidly moving complex solid-liquid interface shapes and the nucleation behavior dur-

ing non-steady thermal conditions in heterogeneous liquid during AM must be well-understood to control

the solidification microstructure and grain morphology. Suitable integration of physics-rich macroscale melt-

pool, microstructure, and atomic-scale nucleation models (but benchmarked by experimental measurements)

could quantitatively simulate the above hierarchical AM solidification problems that extend across multiple

length scales and associated chemical heterogeneities. To address the tremendous computational expense of

the above solidification problems toward large part-scale or full-melt-pool simulation, exascale computing

hardware and software has been leveraged as a part of the exascale computing project. Further, the AM

solidification simulations would guide parameter-microstructure optimization via data-driven modeling and,

ultimately, alloy and processing development to suit various envisaged applications in the AM community.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) processes are among the most rapidly growing technologies that use incre-

mental material addition to build near-net-shape complex material geometries directly from the design (for

recent reviews, see [1–3]). In AM of metallic materials, the metal feedstock is often melted using a high-

energy heat source to generate a melt-pool, which undergoes rapid solidification and solid-state metallurgical

reactions and joins layers of materials on top of each other until the component is complete. Such layer-by-

layer processing allows the manufacturing of highly intricate and complex material geometries, which may

be impossible to achieve by traditional materials processing methods either by casting, forging, welding, or

powder metallurgical processes [4, 5]. Major advantages of AM include the consolidation of multiple parts

(less joins between parts), reduced material waste, increased design complexity, and the possibility of cus-

tomized designs for one-off or unique applications [2–6]. Thus, materials and components made by AM are

increasingly becoming pervasive in modern applications, as summarized in Table 1.

Alloys Key Applications
Ni-based alloys (Inconel 625, Inconel 718) Gas turbines, Jet engines
Al-based alloys (Al-10Si-Mg) Consumer, Aerospace, Automotive
Ti-based alloys (Ti-6Al-4V) Aerospace, Biomedical
Stainless steels (304, 316, 316L, 17–4 PH) Structural, Automotive

Table 1: Additively manufactured materials are widely used in targeted industrial applications.

The melting of feedstock material leads to melt-pool formation. The subsequent rapid cooling and so-

lidification of the resulting melt-pool play a key role in determining the process-microstructure-property

relationships that dictate component performance. In general, the melt-pool solidification conditions con-

trol the size, shape, and distribution of the microstructural grains and sub-grains; the growth morphology;

the elemental segregation and precipitation; the grain/sub-grain boundary character; the solid-state phase

transformation; and ultimately, the properties of the final product. Since AM parts are directly printed

from a computer-aided design file using the layer-by-layer build technology, it permits ample opportunities

to tailor the solidification microstructures required for a given application [7, 8]. Typical applications of

tailored microstructures produced via AM include: (a) eutectic solidification-based nanoporous microstruc-

tures can be used as catalysts in compact reactors for H2 production; (b) tailored heterogeneous solidification

microstructures may allow for customizing materials properties and increasing the usage of lightweight parts

primarily in aerospace and automotive sectors, reducing mass and fuel consumption; and (c) AM at the

fidelity of the custom as-printed microstructures may bring possibilities of realizing novel properties beyond

traditional approaches and materials [7, 9, 10]. Remarkably, these unique as-solidified microstructures could

potentially negate the need for post-AM operations such as heat treatment, as they are intentionally designed
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through computer models grounded in a profound understanding of the solidification mechanism. Therefore,

predicting and controlling the solidification microstructure evolution during AM is essential.

Differing by the feedstock material (powder or wire) and heat source (laser, electron beam, or arc), metal-

AM processes are broadly categorized as directed energy deposition (DED) and powder bed fusion (PBF).

Typical solidification microstructures that result in these AM variants reveal predominantly inhomogeneous,

extremely-fine columnar and cellular features extending across multiple solidified melt-pool layers that are

primarily attributed to rapid solidification followed by the addition of material in a layer-by-layer fashion

(Fig. 1). Due to the considerable similarities in microstructural processes in different metal-AM processes,

and given that our aim is to review simple yet effective general approaches to predict and control solidification

microstructures under rapid AM conditions, we primarily focus on a laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) metal-

AM process.

(a) (b) (c)

(e) (f)(d)

Figure 1: As-solidified microstructures of Inconel alloys that result in common fusion-based metal-AM processes: (a) Laser
powder bed fusion (LPBF), (b) Electron beam powder bed fusion (EB-PBF), (c) Laser powder directed energy deposition
(LP-DED), (d) Laser wire DED, (e) Wire arc DED, and (f) Electron beam wire DED. In all the images, build direction is
vertical. Note that scales in the images vary to provide the best definition of the solidification microstructure. (a) is reproduced
from [11], with permission from Elsevier. (b)-(f) are reproduced from [12] (open access).

The cooling rate and thus the production of components in AM depend on several factors including laser

power, laser scanning speed, and laser scanning pattern. In the literature, the effect of these parameters

on melt-pool solidification is widely reported. However, the limited information in each study regarding the

laser processing parameters, the AM system used, and the part geometry fabricated makes it challenging to

compare these studies. However, some general trends observed in the literature are as follows:

• As laser melts the feedstock, the resultant thermal history leads to directional solidification along the

edge of the radius of the melt-pool, resulting in microstructure formation. The laser parameters (laser
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power P and laser scan speed V ) are microscopically linked to location-specific solidification conditions

– temperature gradient G and solidification rate or solid-liquid interface growth velocity R (Fig. 2a).

Thus, the directional cooling rate is often expressed by Ṫ = GR.

• Solidification occurs with a rapid cooling rate (103 K/s to 108 K/s) that increases with laser parameters

(P and V ) and produces extremely fine-grained microstructures (nanometers to micrometers) (Fig. 2b).

• For a given alloy, the solidification parameter G/R determines the solidification mode or the solid-liquid

interface morphology in AM. Solidification starts with a planar solid-liquid interface at the bottom of

the melt-pool due to the high value of G/R ratio in this region and, as solidification proceeds, the

interface evolves through a cellular to a dendritic and, eventually, to an equiaxed morphology due to

the decrease of that ratio (Figs. 2b, 2c). Hence, G/R is often referred to as the morphology factor.

• AM solidification is a non-equilibrium phenomenon that leads to departure from local equilibrium

conditions at the solid-liquid interface, resulting in microstructural heterogeneities such as microseg-

regation and formation of potentially harmful segregated intermetallic phases in the solid solution

(Fig. 2d).

• As-deposited microstructures often possess higher yield and ultimate tensile strengths and reduced

ductility when compared to the wrought or as-cast versions of the same alloy. The increase in strength

is primarily due to the fine microstructure developed by high cooling rates in AM. The reduced ductility

is primarily due to the typical trade-off between strength and ductility and the presence of internal

defects in AM materials.

• The as-solidified microstructures often undergo solution heat treatment, such as annealing, to dissolve

the desired/undesired segregated phases that develop during the late stages of solidification in order

to modify the size, shape, and distribution of the final solid phases for improved properties such as

ductility.

It is evident from the above discussion that laser AM processing enables manufacturing products from

microstructurally complex solidified melt-pool. However, to meet the full potential that metal-based AM

techniques can offer and the advances it has undergone over the past two decades, significant gaps are

yet to be bridged in order to bring it to full maturity. The melt-pool solidification is characterized by a

complex interplay of several chemical (phase transformations), physical (species diffusion), thermal (heat dif-

fusion), and mechanical (residual stresses) phenomena, which occur across different length and time scales,

leading to diverse microstructures [2, 3, 16]. Therefore, the solidification processes in AM are of hierar-

chical nature (Fig. 3). In which, the macroscale processes include the effect of process parameters at the

scale of the melt-pool; mesoscale processes consist of phase transformations and grain structure evolution;
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Figure 2: (Color online) (a) Schematically shown how a given combination of G and R determines the growth morphology and
grain size. Increasing the cooling rate (GR) refines the solidification morphology. (b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image shows the solidified melt-pool (grain and sub-grain) microstructural characteristics during the LPBF of an Inconel 718
alloy. The sub-grain cellular (region 1) and dendrite (region 2) morphologies are commonly observed within each solidified grain.
The grain boundary (shown by arrows) separates grains with different orientations of the sub-grain-scale features (reproduced
from [13], with permission from Elsevier). (c) The columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) results by increasing the laser process
parameter P/V and/or decreasing the solidification parameter G/R (from [14]). (d) Field emission SEM image shows a typical
cellular microstructure in which the interdendritic secondary phases (brightest features) form by microsegregation appear along
the cellular sub-grain boundary (reproduced from [15], with permission from Elsevier).

and micro-to-atomic-scale processes influence the sub-grain-scale micro/nanostructure evolution, precipi-

tate formation, diffusion behavior, interface structure, and nucleation and grain refinement mechanisms.

The above physical effects, spanning from nanometer to sub-millimeter, have significant impact on the re-

sulting hierarchical solidification microstructure and mechanical behavior of the material, as demonstrated

experimentally in Refs. [7, 17, 18]. Despite such importance, the effects and interaction of the above hier-

archical multiphysics events during AM solidification have seldom been studied in a comprehensive manner.

Recently, the above complex AM solidification problems have been included as a critical challenge prob-

lem in the ExaAM project [19, 20], an initiative within the Exascale computing project (ECP) to conduct

high-performance numerical simulations by leveraging exascale computing hardware and software to model

process-microstructure-property relationships. In this review article, we highlight the critical role of the mi-
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cro/nanostructure formation during AM solidification, aiming to identify research tasks that could be used,

among others, to determine the optimal process, solidification, and printability maps for enabling improved

process-microstructure-property correlations in AM of metals.

Macroscale (mm) Meso- and microscales (?m) Nanoscale (nm)

(i)

(a) (d)

(h)(g)(f)(e)

(b) (c)

Figure 3: (Color online) Hierarchical nature of the solidification process is presented in the context of microstructure evolution
in experiments (top row) and simulations (bottom row) during AM of an Inconel 718 alloy. The hierarchical nature of as-
solidified microstructures was investigated through multiscale characterization techniques, including optical microscopy (OM),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
(a) At the macroscopic scale, melt-pool results during the laser melting process (reproduced from [21], with permission from
Elsevier). z is the AM build direction. (b) At the mesoscale, a primary columnar grain structure results due to melt-pool
solidification (reproduced from [22], with permission from Elsevier). BD is the build direction. (c) Typical sub-grain-scale
cellular and dendritic microstructures are observed in solidified melt-pool (reproduced from [23], with permission from APS). (d)
At the atomic scale, interdendritic secondary phases form due to heavy microsegregation during the last stages of solidification
(reproduced from [24], with permission from Elsevier) followed by nanoprecipitates formation in the matrix of the primary
solidification phase (reproduced from [22], with permission from Elsevier). (e) The temperature distribution and mechanical
history during melt-pool solidification can be predicted using a macroscale finite element analysis model (reproduced from [25],
with permission from Elsevier). (f) The grain structure in AM is predicted using a cellular automata-finite element (CAFE)
model (from [26]). (g) The far-from-equilibrium sub-grain morphologies are quantitatively predicted by a phase-field model
(reproduced from [23], with permission from APS). (h) The late stage solidification processes, including the nucleation and
growth of secondary phases and subsequent precipitation processes can be predicted, among other approaches, by a phase-field
crystal method (reproduced from [27], with permission from Taylor & Francis). Integrating advanced simulation and high-
performance computing (HPC) tools will rapidly enable mapping and predicting these hierarchical solidification phenomena at
relevant scales.

Another major roadblock in AM is the high degree of variability in the microstructure of the fabricated

metal parts, which pose severe challenges to the qualification and certification of critical AM components.

This is due to AM-specific microstructural inhomogeneities, solidification defects, and other unique mi-

crostructural features not common in traditional manufacturing methods [5]. One of the possible reasons for

this variability is the fact that a large portion of prior works on metal AM have focused only on a handful of

major material systems (Table 1), with the bulk of focus on titanium, nickel, and stainless steels and other

specific alloy systems that were not initially designed to be manufactured using AM technologies. Many

of the alloy systems in use today are not necessarily suitable for AM processing because of the complex

and highly non-equilibrium nature of melt-pool solidification. Consequently, they become highly sensitive
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to variations in location-related solidification conditions, which often introduce unwanted variability in the

final microstructure and material properties. Since solidification is the process that controls the subsequent

solid-state phase formations and eventually mechanical properties of the AM parts, a thorough understand-

ing of the solidification behavior is most crucial to achieve final microstructural consistency. Solidification

microstructure primarily varies as a function of solidification conditions, alloy phase diagram features, in-

terfacial energy, and associated thermodynamic properties. Therefore, it is imperative to critically assess

the interplay of these involved parameters on microstructure evolution to guarantee printability1 and mi-

crostructure robustness2 of metal AM parts.

In the context of AM, it is important to understand why microstructure formation during solidification is

most critical. Suppose that severe microstructural heterogeneities remain at the final stages of solidification

(Fig. 2d). In that case, they are reduced or eliminated via post-solidification operations, such as heat treat-

ment, hot isostatic pressing, homogenization, solution annealing, and aging, which may remove nearly all

other AM-related microstructural features, including desirable ones (e.g., γ′ and γ′′ phases in Inconel 718),

and even allow the formation of unexpected and undesired phases (e.g., Laves and δ in Inconel 718) due to

the heavily-segregated microstructures found in AM [28–30] (Fig. 2d). Moreover, the post-processing treat-

ments are not only time-consuming and reduce the economic attractiveness of AM but may lead to harmful

effects, including excessive grain growth and coarsening. It is noteworthy that according to Wohler’s report

2021, the post-processing steps account for approximately 27 % of any metal AM processing costs [31].

Further, several studies [13, 32] report conflicting results on whether or not post-AM heat treatments are

suitable for improving the final material properties. Several experimental studies reveal the persistence of as-

solidified microstructural heterogeneities in certain regions of the AM material that endure high-temperature

annealing [13, 15]. From the above discussion, it is clear that microstructure control during AM solidifica-

tion is essential so that post-AM effects remain limited in order to exploit the advantages critical to this

disruptive technology. Thus, alternate strategies related to AM solidification are required to develop AM-

friendly microstructures and material properties. We review these strategies and their effectiveness toward

microstructure prediction and control in the present work.

Different classes of solidification microstructure result during AM, including cellular, dendritic, equiaxed,

eutectic, peritectic, and banded. Microstructure control during AM solidification can be achieved by analyz-

ing whether these microstructures are beneficial or detrimental in terms of material properties requirements

by characterizing the effects of the above-mentioned hierarchical multiphysics phenomena on the microstruc-

ture changes. The dynamically-evolving complex phase organizations and interface structures during mi-

1Printability is a global indicator of the susceptibility of a given combination of alloy-solidification conditions to develop
uncontrollable microstructural heterogeneities that lead to solidification defects.

2Microstructure robustness refers to the susceptibility of a given alloy system to become less sensitive to solidification
conditions.
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crostructure evolution primarily depend on the thermophysical properties of the alloy material, solidification

conditions, phase boundary properties, and time. With these interplaying parameters at hand, the following

key questions may be important to consider for understanding the underlying mechanisms of microstructure

evolution in AM.

• How to quantify the high number of influencing multiphysics conditions to account for the diversity of

solidification microstructure and growth morphology obtained in metal AM?

• How to engineer the resultant grain morphologies for improving the composition homogeneity and

phase control in AM of metals?

• How do the crystallographic interfacial phenomena influence the as-solidified AM microstructure?

• How do the late stage solidification processes in AM control the type and amount of microstructure-

based defects in the final material?

• How do the atomistic nucleation mechanisms affect the grain size and final AM microstructure?

• How do the resultant meso-micro-nano-scale microstructure features interact during alloy solidification

in AM?

These are some of the crucial yet poorly understood research directions that we critically address by reviewing

computational modeling of hierarchical solidification microstructures produced via metal AM.

Owing to the large parameter space in AM solidification, modeling and simulation is essential to gain a

detailed understanding of the resultant microstructure evolution. In the literature, computational modeling

of microstructure formation and process-microstructure-properties relations in metal AM have been covered

in many reviews [14, 33–41]. However, these studies represent only a brief overview of microstructure model-

ing techniques, with primary focus directed at modeling grain structure formation (coarsest microstructural

feature) to illustrate process-structure-properties linkages. However, as discussed before, AM solidification is

of hierarchical nature with nanoscale, micron-sized, and sub-millimeter features often co-exist in a solidified

melt-pool. Thus, quantitative predictions of AM microstructures, and hence properties and performance,

will require combined efforts in solidification modeling spanning several length scales and time scales. With

this in mind, we present a comprehensive review to critically address the microstructure formation due

to the hierarchical nature of AM solidification by integrating computational, analytical, and data-driven

approaches. In particular, the critical role of the microstructure formation is highlighted in a rapid solidifi-

cation regime (close to the Mullins-Sekerka absolute stability limit [42]) that has never been reviewed in the

AM literature. Since the computational cost of large-scale (e.g., on the scale of full-melt-pool), high-fidelity

microstructure evolution due to non-equilibrium AM solidification can be prohibitively high, we review high-

performance computing tools relevant to exascale computing to address the computational challenges. To
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the best of our knowledge, this area has not been addressed in the AM literature. Further, the underlying

paradigm for AM is recently shifting from a mere prediction approach to specific control of microstructure

features (e.g., grain/sub-grain morphology, orientation, composition, interdendritic secondary phases, etc.)

that often requires identification of suitable solidification and alloy parameters. In this regard, the present

review discusses strategies and their implementation to generate AM-friendly as-solidified microstructures

that could potentially minimize the time, cost, and other undesired effects associated with post-solidification

treatments for the development of new products using AM. Overall, our review presents a fundamental un-

derstanding of what controls the specific solidification microstructure features and, thereby, the possibility

of modifying those features through changes in involved parameters. The solidification microstructure selec-

tion maps, which graphically represent the stability of microstructures generated under specified parameter

ranges, could provide a useful rule of thumb towards microstructural control in AM of metals.

The structure of the article is as follows. In the following Sec. 2, we first describe the estimation of melt-

pool solidification conditions followed by their implementation in microstructural simulations. In Sec. 3,

we discuss different classes of solidification microstructures and their response to changing hierarchical AM

conditions, aiming to provide recipes for controlling the harmful effects of microstructural anisotropy that

arise during AM. In Sec. 4, we describe the solid-state microstructure characteristics, including defects, as

long as they relate to AM solidification. In Sec. 5.1, we discuss the effect of atomistic nucleation mechanisms

in producing the targeted solidification morphology under AM conditions. In Sec. 5.2, we briefly discuss the

submicron-scale solidification microstructural features in AM. In Sec. 6, we briefly describe the use of machine

learning approaches for the prediction and control of AM solidification microstructures. In Sec. 7, we briefly

mention several approaches to estimate the mechanical properties of the as-solidified AM microstructures.

Finally, we summarize and conclude with a discussion on future research opportunities in Sec 8.

2. Methods

2.1. General remarks

Difficulties in obtaining measurements at microscopic length scales, which are characteristic of nascent

melt-pools in AM, combined with the rapid nature of the ensuing solidification process, make it hard to

observe and study the AM process purely through experimental methods. Consequently, the amount of

experimental data generated is limited, and so should be complemented with reliable data from computational

modeling. A physics-rich solidification microstructure model will serve this purpose. Different numerical

methods exist to study the microstructure formation during solidification (Fig. 4). Among them, the phase-

field (PF) method is the most versatile and high-fidelity technique to simulate solidification microstructure

as it can capture more physical phenomena during the solidification process, like pore formation (for reviews,

see [43, 44]). We do not detail other low-to-medium fidelity methods (see Table 2 and Fig. 4), which are
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primarily used for simulating grain structure and have limitations regarding AM microstructure simulation.

For recent reviews on numerical models used for microstructure simulation in AM, refer to [36, 39–41].

Method Computational
cost/Accuracy

Benefits Challenges

Phase-field method [43, 44]) Very High Simulate both solidification and solid-
state grain and sub-grain structure evo-
lution at micro- and mesoscales.

It can be computationally expensive since the model uses small length scales
and short time steps typical for AM. However, modern GPU and parallel com-
puting approaches are able to overcome these challenges [45].

Cellular Automata [46–48] Medium-to-High Simulates solidification and solid-state
microstructures at the mesoscale.

(a) The mesh used in simulations can introduce artificial anisotropy; (b) diffi-
culties associated with the estimation of interfacial curvature relevant for AM;
(c) accuracy depends on the mesh size.

Kinetic Monte Carlo [49] Low-to-Medium Allows for grain structure simula-
tion over large domains only at the
mesoscale.

(a) It cannot simulate solidification texture and solid-state processes in AM;
(b) does not allow for direct coupling of thermal and microstructural models.

Table 2: A comparison of microstructure simulation methods used in AM.

Liquid (? 3) L iquid cells 

Grain 1 Grain 2

Inter face cells 

Melt-pool

Dendr ite

Figure 4: (Color online) Schematic demonstrates the basic idea behind the microstructure simulations using various modeling
approaches. With a significantly higher resolution of both the simulation domain and the solid–liquid interface, the phase-field
method generates a substantially lower mesh anisotropic error when compared to the cellular automata method. The Potts
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) model shows the highest level of abstraction with respect to the physical processes observed during
melt-pool solidification with dendrites, segregation, and undercooling are not considered. The KMC method is primarily used
to simulate grain evolution during AM [49]. HAZ in the figure (right) stands for the heat affected zone in the material. Adapted
from Ref. [14].

The phase-field (PF) method represents the microstructure phases and interfaces by use of the discrete

order parameter value φ. While the bulk phases, solid and liquid, are represented by constant values of φ, the

solid-liquid interface is described by a continuous transition of φ between bulk phases. This approach avoids

explicit interface tracking during PF simulation, making the implementation relatively straightforward when

compared to the sharp-interface methods. The PF simulations can be simulated efficiently using massively

parallel high-performance computing (HPC) clusters. This will aid in the faster discovery of optimal al-

loy and solidification parameters by efficiently screening out unsuitable material candidates and/or cooling

conditions, leaving only those that warrant further investigation through physical experiments. Supporting

experiments are essential to validate and calibrate the developed PF model; to compare it with the simulation

results and established trends; to provide insights for further model developments. Microstructure formation

during AM solidification could be increasingly better understood via validated PF simulations, thus saving
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significant time and cost when compared with conducting numerous physical experiments. However, AM

solidification is of an inherently multiphysics nature as it involves complex interacting hierarchical physical

phenomena (Fig. 3). Therefore, a more predictive physics-rich PF microstructure model needs to be formu-

lated to study materials-specific, location-related microstructure formation under imposed AM solidification

conditions. In literature, these conditions are often estimated using a heat transfer finite element analysis

(FEA) or flow-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, as described below.

2.2. Macroscale thermal and mechanical analysis: Estimation of solidification parameters

Microstructure simulation requires model input parameters (temperature gradient G and solidification

velocity R), which develop during melt-pool solidification [50–52]. They are often linked to the geometry

of the dynamically-evolving melt-pool as a function of AM parameters, including the laser power (P ) and

beam speed (V ) [53]. However, the short time scale of the solidification and small length scale of the

melting pool hinder in-situ study of the solidification phenomena during experiments. Therefore, suitable

FEA [54, 55] or CFD [55–57] simulations using commercial codes are often employed to simulate the melt-

pool formation in an AM process 3. The solidification begins at the melt-pool boundary approximated by

the liquidus temperature isotherm of the alloy material. Therefore, G and R are often estimated at the

melt-pool boundary or the mesoscale solidification interface [51, 58, 59]. Since the current review focuses on

melt-pool solidification, only the salient features of numerical simulations related to solidification parameters

and involved physics are described below.

2.2.1. Thermal analysis

The macroscopic FEA simulation addresses both the heat flow modeling during an AM process and the

mechanical analysis of the AM part [3, 60, 61]. In a LPBF process, the laser scans across the powder bed of

a certain thickness deposited on the substrate material. The transient, nonlinear temperature distribution

throughout the substrate and the powder (see Fig. 5a) is determined by solving an equation for thermal energy

conservation with appropriate initial and boundary conditions and input material properties [51, 58, 60].

When compared to the FEA model, CFD models are generally computationally more intensive due to the

additional parameters to be solved for (e.g., pressure and velocity) [62] and the treatment of the free surface of

the melt-pool [63]. A detailed overview of the number of possible thermal modeling strategies for metal AM,

including the governing equations and boundary conditions, can be found in Ref. [63]. Several heat source

models are used in the literature to simulate the laser-material interaction, including a moving pointwise heat

source by Rosenthal [52, 64], a surface heat source obeying a Gaussian distribution [51, 58, 60, 65], or a double

3Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to specify the experimental
procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor is it intended
to imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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ellipsoidal volumetric heat source [66]. Heat losses from natural convection and radiation are often considered.

The temperature-dependent material properties, including thermal conductivity, bulk material density, latent

heat, specific heat, and absorptivity, are often calculated thermodynamically [38, 67, 68] and used in FEA

simulations [50, 51, 58]. Several non-equilibrium multiphysics phenomena, including viscous and buoyancy

forces [63, 69, 70], melt flow [63, 70], Marangoni convection [69, 71, 72], evaporation cooling [51, 69, 72], and

recoil pressure [69, 71, 73], affect thermal history in the melt-pool. Although computationally expensive, a

more realistic thermal history can be obtained when all of these complex phenomena are modeled (Fig. 6). Of

particular importance is the keyhole effect [69, 71, 73], which is largely driven by surface tension gradients

induced by temperature gradients (the Marangoni effect), and the recoil pressure from evaporating fluid

particles on the free surface of the liquid molten pool. These phenomena considerably modify the melt-

pool geometry and the resulting thermal history (Fig. 6) [72]. From the steady-state melt-pool temperature

profile, G and R values are estimated at the melt-pool boundary (Fig. 7a), as detailed in Refs. [51, 58, 59].

Depending on the alloy and process parameters in a specific metal-AM process, the values of G and R vary,

typical ranges of which are given in Table 3. These values are input to the PF solidification model for

microstructure simulations.

LPBF Electron beam PBF Laser powder DED Wire arc DED
G (K/m) 104 - 108 104 - 107 105 - 107 104 - 5 × 105

R (m/s) 0.01 - 1 0.001 - 1 0.001 - 0.01 0.001 - 0.1
References [50–52, 58] [72, 74, 75] [76–78] [79, 80]

Table 3: Typical values of solidification variables in most common fusion-based PBF and DED processes. Directional cooling
rate is given by G × R.

Further, the variation in G and R in the melt-pool (a measure of rapid AM processes) is shown in Fig. 7b.

This information can be useful to predict the effects of rapid temporal changes in solidification parameters,

including G, R, GR, and G/R, on the dynamically-evolving non-equilibrium growth morphologies and defects

critical for AM. It is to be noted that these computed solidification parameters are functions of the melt-pool

multiphysics phenomena considered. For example, the G and R values are reported to be extremely sensitive

to the fluid flow parameters at the solidification front, suppressing the epitaxial growth of solidifying grains

and promoting equiaxed grain formation [72]. Further, changes in laser scanning pattern [14, 81] and the

number of layers [82, 83] in AM could have strong influence on melt-pool thermal cycles and the resulting

solidification microstructures (Figs. 7c, 7d). For example, the computed GR and G/R decrease progressively

with the addition of new layers, impacting the grain size and morphology in a multi-layer AM process. Finally,

given the complex multiphysics nature of AM processes, the FEA simulation code needs to be validated by

benchmark simulations [53, 84] or experiments [85].
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2.2.2. Mechanical analysis

Following thermal analysis, stress analysis can be conducted using the temperature distribution obtained

from the above FEA thermal analysis [25, 60, 86, 87]. A stress analysis solves a nonlinear stress equation

until force equilibrium is reached and provides information on residual stresses and deformation in the AM

part. The strain and stress are correlated via a mechanical constitutive law. Often elastoplastic behavior

of the material is considered. The elastic, plastic, and thermal strains contribute to the total strain (often

<< 1) in the AM material. The mathematical form of these strain components and the (elastic and plastic)

stress-strain behavior of the material can be computed following Refs. [60, 86, 88]. The structural analysis

uses the calculated temperature field, temperature-dependent mechanical properties, and phase proportions

at the end of a particular step of the heat transfer analysis to compute the mechanical behavior. Although

not shown here, the resultant thermal strain is of minimal value while large elastic strain (> 3 %), plastic

strain (> 15 %), and residual stresses (> 500 MPa) develop surrounding the solidified melt-pool [25, 60, 89].

The magnitude of the strain is reported to increase with increasing laser power or heat input (P/V ) while

the maximum residual stress decreases for the same [25, 60, 89]. It is reported in Ref. [25] that doubling the

heat input increases total strain by ≈ 2.5 times in Inconel 718 while the maximum residual stress decreases

by about 20 % after doubling the heat input. In practice, appropriate processing conditions including laser

parameters are to be selected in order to minimize the residual stresses in AM part.

Since the mechanical analysis data is generally not used as input in the solidification model, it cannot be

linked directly to study microstructure evolution. This is because, the usual practical approach followed is

not a fully-coupled one. It is generally assumed that the FEA thermal analysis results affect the structural

calculation, while the reverse case is often not considered. This is done to minimize the overall computational

time. Note that each FEA (thermal and mechanical) simulation relies on a set of laser power P and

beam speed V values (or heat input P/V ), which determines the thermal history and resultant G − R

values along the melt-pool solidification boundary. Therefore, P − V and G − R maps can be correlated

(compare Figs. 2a and 7e) to microstructural characteristics, including the length scale of features and phase

fractions [90]. These plots also signify that the morphology and size of phase/grain can be controlled by

exploring the material-specific G − R and P − V maps. The first such integrated thermomechanical FEA

and microstructure modeling during AM of Ti-6Al-4V alloys is reported in Ref. [60].

2.3. Physics-rich phase-field solidification model

As mentioned before, PF method is the most versatile, powerful, and accurate tool for microstructure

simulation and thus more relevant in the solidification regime of AM. In the context of the multiphysics

conditions, the PF method is quite flexible in addressing multiple physical variables (e.g., composition,

anisotropy, phase, interface, temperature, orientation, diffusion, elasticity) in the underlying free-energy

functional of the system, and the coupled effects of the involved variables can be simulated via time-dependent
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(a)

(b) (c) Sim ulat ion (3D )(d)

Figure 5: (Color online) Previous work on LPBF of Inconel 625 and 718 alloys [50, 58, 91]. (a) The temperature distribution in
the melt-pool was estimated through 3D FEA simulations of a single-track laser scan across a layer of Inconel 718 powder [54].
The laser melt-track is a 2D slice of 3D FEA simulations. The laser power P is 180 W and the beam speed V is 800 mm/s.
The values of G and R are determined at different microscopic locations along the mesoscale melt-pool boundary. Here, the
temperature boundaries (delineated by different colors) represent various phase transformations, which correspond to the alloy
phase diagram. L is liquid, γ is the primary solidification phase, and the intermetallic, in general, represents the interdendritic
segregated phases that form during terminal solidification. The macroscopic V can be linked to microscopic interface velocity R
through V ·cos α, where α is the angle between the velocities. The G at a melt-pool location can be calculated by ||∇T ||. (b) The
computed G and R values are input to PF simulations, resulting in a cellular microstructure with non-equilibrium composition
distribution (shown by the color scale bar); these microscale features are expected to form at the same solidified melt-pool region
in AM experiments. (c) Exemplary experimental measurement of cellular microstructure relates to PF simulations (reproduced
from [92], with permission from Elsevier). (d) 3D PF simulation of a cellular microstructure with the composition scale bar are
shown for the same G and R values as in 2D (Fig. 5b).

partial differential equations (PDEs), resulting in microstructure formation. These PDEs are available in

many of our publications and elsewhere [51, 91, 95–97] and hence are not repeated here. A general description

of the phase-field model and equations can be found in Sec 2.1 of our publication Ref. [98]. There are

challenges to simulate non-equilibrium microstructures under rapid AM conditions. Thus, the accuracy and

resolution of the PF model are sacrificed and, hence, further developments of specific model components for

more realistic microstructure simulations are warranted.

The coupled effects of heat and solute diffusion during melt-pool solidification should be considered in the

PF simulation [99]. Ideally, the mechanical deformation resulting from solidification shrinkage and internal

stresses may cause inelastic processes in AM (e.g., dislocation microstructure), hence should be incorporated

in the PF model through the mechanical part of the system free energy [100, 101]. In addition, the free energy

of the microstructure phases and non-linear diffusion-related terms should be calculated thermodynamically

and incorporated in the PF model through the chemical part of the system free energy [38, 67, 68]. Under

rapid AM conditions, the local equilibrium assumption ceases to be valid, resulting in strongly out-of-

equilibrium compositional effects such as microsegregation and solute-trapping. While the PF method does

not enforce local equilibrium, the diffuse interface employed in simulations magnifies the effect. The PF
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (Color online) (a) In Inconel 625, melt-pool characteristics are simulated under different physical effects but with the
same AM parameters and time. These macroscale physical effects modify the mesoscale melt-pool boundary and consequently
the estimated solidification parameters (reproduced from [71], with permission from Elsevier). The scale bar denotes tempera-
ture. (b) In 304 stainless steel, the influence of the fluid flow on final melt-pool geometry is illustrated (reproduced from [70],
with permission from Elsevier). This affects the resulting solidification parameters, which, in turn, determine the evolution of
microstructure and defects. All the above laser melt-tracks are 2D slices of 3D FEA simulations.

method includes an anti-trapping solute flux term to correct unphysical effects that arise due to the use

of large numerical interface thickness values at low solidification velocities [102]. This correction is not

accurate for higher-order coupling parameters and for high solidification velocities typically required for

AM applications; thus, it may artificially modify the simulated microsegregation and solute-trapping effects.

This numerical parameter particularly needs refinement, for example, by considering the local interfacial

curvature effects and solidification velocity-dependence for the alloy parameters to reflect the non-equilibrium

changes at the moving interface. Incorporating solid-state diffusion in the model may be as important as

diffusion in the liquid; otherwise, regions with artificially high solute amounts may develop in the as-solidified

microstructure. The effects of melt convection on solute and heat transport should be included in the PF
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Figure 7: (Color online) (a) FEA simulations estimate G and R in Ti-6Al-4V for P = 200 W and V = 500 m/s, which vary as a
function of melt-pool location [93, 94]. (b) FEA simulations compute different solidification parameters that vary as a function
of solidification time. Each point in this plot corresponds to a finite element node within a cross-section of the melt-pool(adapted
from [63], with permission from Elsevier). (c, d) FEA simulations estimate decreasing cooling rate and morphology factor with
increasing layer number in a multi-layer laser AM process (reproduced from [82], with permission from AIP Publishing). (e)
Schematically shown how an AM process map describes the solidification microstructure characteristics as a function of P and
V (adapted from [29], with permission from Elsevier). This process map combined with the G − R solidification map (Fig. 2a)
demonstrate that the length scale and final microstructure can be controlled by exploring these material-specific maps.

model, for example, via coupling with the lattice Boltzmann method [103]. Further, the heat and solute

diffusion equations may include the effect of different heat sources during the AM process, including the

latent heat rejection, laser melting, and heat extraction from the substrate, that are needed to study the

effects of remelting on microstructure evolution, particularly, on the nucleation of new grains/phases at the

melt-pool boundary, thus allowing the simulation of microstructures directly from the melt-pool [104, 105].

The microstructure model with the above modifications can then be applied to evaluate the AM solidification

process in order to find an effective way to prepare robust microstructures to suit a targeted AM application.

2.4. High-performance computing (HPC) and exascale computing

From the numerical viewpoint, the PF models for AM in general tend to have more variables and

equations, which are solved on a large domain with a small mesh size and, hence, a small time step size.

This makes PF simulations computationally intensive. Fortunately, the PF codes can be implemented for
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massively parallel HPC clusters, making simulations feasible within much shorter time frames. HPC systems

typically utilize the latest CPUs4 and GPUs5, as well as low-latency networking fabrics and storage devices,

to improve processing speeds and computing performance. However, the cost of a multi-CPU cluster, the

CPU-parallel implementation, in particular, in three-dimensions, and the calculation efficiency make the

HPC approaches utilizing conventional CPU-parallel methods less appealing for intensive AM simulations.

Recently, HPC simulations are increasingly powered by GPUs, because of its massive computation capacity

and large bandwidth at a relatively low cost. The GPU code is written in the CUDA programming language

developed by NVIDIA [106] and the HIP and ROCm languages for AMD GPUs [107], each of which has

a parallel extension to C and C++ programming. In a multi-GPU infrastructure, the communication and

computation overlap between nodes affects the performance of GPUs. To minimize such computational

overhead, CPU+GPU hybrid parallel programming could be adopted [108].

Further, the PF model equations can not only be solved on a desktop computer using single-purpose

codes, but also on existing PF software, including MOOSE [109], MICRESS [110], OpenPhase [111], FiPy [112],

PRISMS-PF [113], and Tusas [95]. While most of these software packages offer flexibility to incorporate ad-

ditional AM multiphysics conditions, only Tusas [95] offers additional functionality by its implementation

within hybrid CPU+GPU parallel HPC architectures, which massively accelerate the computational perfor-

mance of PF simulations and thus a large number of dendrite and grain structures can be simulated very

efficiently (Fig. 3g). For reference, the HPC-enabled Tusas phase-field program simulates the 2D and 3D cel-

lular microstructures under AM conditions that are shown in Figs. 5b and 5d. The simulated microstructural

features are in good agreement with the experimental measurements shown in Fig. 5c.

Next-generation high-fidelity simulation tools for complex multiscale multiphysics AM solidification in

an industrial setting are currently intractable without the power of exascale computers [114, 115]. In the

context of exascale computing, the United States Department of Energy (DOE) currently houses three of

the top five supercomputers in the world [116]. The Summit [117] and Sierra [118] architectures are based

on NVIDIA [106] GPUs. Both HPC machines are currently utilized for AM simulation [95]. The DOE

machine Frontier [119] is based on AMD GPU architecture [107]. It is currently the fastest supercomputer

in the world, has been deployed and is now publicly available for large-scale AM simulation. New DOE

exascale platforms arriving in the coming years include El Capitan [120] and Crossroads [121]. Supporting

these platforms, the United States DOE has current investments in efforts for large-scale AM simulation,

including the Exascale Computing Project (ECP) [114, 122], and projects funded within the Advanced Sci-

entific Computing Research (ASCR) [123] and the Innovative and Novel Computational Impact on Theory

and Experiment (INCITE) [124] programs within the DOE Office of Science. In particular, the Transform-

4CPU stands for Central Processing Unit.
5GPU stands for Graphics Processing Unit.
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ing Additive Manufacturing through Exascale Simulation (ExaAM) project [19, 20] within ECP has been

successful [125]. It is to be noted that the Tusas program is supported by ECP as it is capable of performing

simulations on exascale HPC architectures [95].

2.5. Parameter and alloy selection

As mentioned in Sec. 1, solidification microstructures are highly anisotropic in terms of grain and sub-grain

level inhomogeneities due to the rapid nature of heating and cooling conditions in AM. While it is entirely

unavoidable to remove the above heterogeneities due to the non-equilibrium nature of AM solidification, the

present review considers process recipes in terms of solidification conditions and assumes alloy parameters

in terms of phase diagram features to minimize these heterogeneities in order to achieve better printability

and microstructure consistency. As described in Sec. 2.2, the input solidification conditions, G and R (hence

GR and G/R), are obtained from macroscale FEA simulations. In the view of AM solidification, the critical

phase diagram features include the equilibrium partition coefficient (ke), equilibrium liquidus slope (m),

equilibrium freezing range (∆T ), and the nominal composition of the alloy (C0) [50, 51, 59, 91, 96]. These

parameters can be taken from phase diagram databases [126]. There is a strong connection between these

topological features of the phase diagram and the sensitivity of resulting microstructures (in terms of phase

constitution and phase stability) to variation in AM solidification conditions. Thus, these parameters need to

be made solidification velocity-dependant (i.e., kv, mv, and ∆Tv) because of the non-equilibrium state of the

solid-liquid interface found in AM. These non-equilibrium parameters can be obtained from thermodynamic

considerations, as detailed in [58, 127, 128]. Other thermophysical and kinetic parameters relevant for

AM microstructure evolution are the solid diffusivity (Ds), liquid diffusivity (Dl), interfacial free energy

(γ), capillary length (d0), Gibbs-Thomson coefficient (Γ), interface kinetic coefficient (µ), and, importantly,

time (t) [50, 51, 59, 91, 96]. These parameters are typically estimated by experimental measurements or

atomistic simulations such as molecular dynamics [129, 130] and sometimes found in the literature. For γ,

the expression:

γ(n̂) = γ0(1 + ϵ4 cos(4θ)), (1)

is often considered in the PF model to introduce the anisotropy of the solid-liquid interfacial free energy.

Here, γ0 is the orientation-independent average interfacial energy, n̂ is the interface normal vector, ϵ4 is

the magnitude of the four-fold anisotropy, and θ is the interface orientation angle [51, 91]. When the

microstructural anisotropy leads to faceted interfaces in the solidification microstructure, interfacial stiffness,

S(θ) = γ(n̂) + ∂2γ(n̂)
∂θ2 , (2)

is often incorporated in the PF model to regularize the sharp corners and edges to avoid the model equations

becoming ill-posed [131, 132]. The above-mentioned parameters are incorporated in the PF equations,
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which are derived either from a phenomenological free energy function or from a realistic materials free

energy function calculated thermodynamically [44]. The PF equations are solved with appropriate initial

and boundary conditions and numerical parameters such as domain size, grid size, interface thickness, time

step size, model relaxation time, and other dimensionless coupling parameters to simulate microstructure

evolution [43, 44, 96, 102, 133].

To model microstructure evolution during AM solidification, sample alloy systems should be judiciously

selected that show solidification reactions relevant for AM and superior properties at elevated temperatures

typical of AM applications. To simplify the physics and computational complexity, one should initially focus

on the binary systems before simulating multicomponent alloys, noting that ternary and multicomponent

alloys are often studied as pseudo-binary approximations (e.g., Inconel 718 as Ni-Nb and Ti-6Al-4V as Ti-

10 % X) to reasonably predict solidification microstructure evolution during AM. In this review, we have

selected a few model alloys (Ni-Al, Ni-Zr, Ti-La, and Ni-Nb in Fig. 8) for reference that can be used to evaluate

microstructure formation under AM conditions. Binary alloy simulations will efficiently and rapidly assess

a wide parameter space and further guide for more detailed PF simulations of multicomponent systems,

among others. Depending on the magnitude of G and R, the candidate alloys solidify into different classes

of microstructure, including cellular, dendritic, equiaxed, eutectic, peritectic, and banded, which need to be

characterized thoroughly to understand parameter-microstructure relationships in AM of metals.

3. Microstructure prediction and control

3.1. Dendritic solidification

Extremely fine cellular and columnar dendritic morphologies are most commonly observed in AM of

metals owing to the steep G and high R that develops during melt-pool solidification (Figs. 9a, 9b). In

general, the G/R ratio governs the solidification mode while the cooling rate (GR) controls the scale (λ in

Fig. 9a ≈ 1 µm) of the resulting microstructure. The microstructural length scales, including the cell/dendrite

spacing, are often approximated by a power law:

λ = AG−mR−n, (3)

where A, m, and n are constants [58, 91]. In the literature, the values of m and n are often reported to be

generally between 0 and 0.6 depending upon the alloy system and solidification parameters employed and

the geometry of the cellular/dendritic arrays assumed [137]. In this context, there exist different analytical

models that correlate λ with the cooling rate (GV ) or the G−0.5V −0.25 parameter (in Eq. (3)) for families

of alloys [138–140]. Among them, the model of Kurz and Fisher [140],

λ = 4.3(Γ∆TDl/ke)0.25G−0.5R−0.25, (4)
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Figure 8: (Color online) Selected binary systems (Ni-Al (partial), Ni-Zr (partial), Ti-La (partial), and Ni-Nb (partial)) are used
to explain solidification dynamics and microstructure evolution under AM conditions in the present review [134–136]. The red
dashed line on the phase diagram shows the alloy composition (C0) or alloy material of interest. The alloy phase diagrams
are shown for representation purposes only, noting that suitable phase diagram and alloy composition can be used to simulate
different classes of solidification microstructures, including dendritic, eutectic, and peritectic, relevant for AM.

has been proven by a body of experimental and numerical evidence to be effective and reasonably accurate

in determining λ during AM of Inconel 718 [52, 137, 141–144].

The microsegregation pattern (Fig. 9b) that develops during cellular or dendritic solidification often leads

to unexpected and undesirable segregated phases in the final microstructure (Fig. 2d). This phenomenon is

known as solute-trapping, which strongly depends on the interface velocity R and the equilibrium partition
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coefficient ke, measured by the partitioning of the solute element in solid and liquid at the interface, i.e.,

ke = Cs

Cl
. (5)

As demonstrated in Ref. [91], these characteristic compositions can be analytically estimated following dif-

ferent microsegregation models, including the Scheil-Gulliver equation [127, 145],

Cs = keC0(1 − fs)ke−1, (6)

where fs is the fraction of the material in the solid phase, and the Kurz and Fisher model [127, 145],

Cs = keC0

1 − (1 − ke)Iv(Pe) , (7)

where Iv(Pe) is the Ivantsov function and Pe is the Péclet number approximated by Rd/(2Dl) with d the

cell/dendrite tip radius. Under non-equilibrium solidification conditions, ke (in Eqs (6) and (7)) becomes

velocity-dependent and thus the microsegregation (kv in Fig. 9a) can be characterized by [146–149]:

kv(R) = ke + R/RD

1 + R/RD
, (8)

where the characteristic diffusive velocity of atoms at the solid-liquid interface (RD) is some function of

W0R/Dl, where Dl is the interface diffusion coefficient, W0 is the characteristic interface width, and R is

the interface velocity. When R is very large, kv approaches unity, meaning that the solubility of the element

in both phases is identical, and microsegregation is expected to be minimal. Thus, an increase of R through

beam speed is expected to reduce microsegregation. It is predicted that R greater than 10 m/s are required

for kv to approach unity, for example, in the Si-As alloy [150].

Data on Dl and RD, which are generally found from experimental curve fitting, is not available for many

commonly studied AM alloys. Still, it is known that R on the order of 10 m/s could be reached when the

beam scan speed is dramatically increased. That said, most studies report R values during AM to be in the

range of ≈ 0.01 m/s to 1 m/s. This, combined with the unknown RD for various alloys, makes it uncertain

whether increasing R alone would be sufficient to reduce microsegregation without causing additional build

defects during AM of metals. For example, large R would correspond to high scan speeds, which are generally

associated with a greater tendency to form ‘balling’ defects [151].

From the phase diagram viewpoint, an alternate technique to control microsegregation comes from ke

itself. If ke is unity, then the control of R alone becomes a moot point, and the alloy is not expected to

experience microsegregation as it solidifies like pure metal. This situation can be investigated using an alloy

with a narrow solid + liquid two-phase region, which leads to a very small difference between liquid and
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solid solubility. It is then likely that smaller microsegregation would be observed. From this simple feature

of the phase diagram, it is then possible to select potential alloy systems that would not be handicapped

by solute-trapping, which can lead to the development of undesirable solid phases, negatively impacting

the material properties. For reference, let us consider two sample Ni-based alloys with equivalent binary

composition in Figs. 8a and 8b, but they have small and large solute partitioning, respectively. It is expected

that Ni-Al would show minimal microsegregation as its liquid and solid compositions are nearly identical

for all temperatures. On the other hand, significant microsegregation is expected in the Ni-Zr alloy, as

demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [134].

In the context of AM, the above-mentioned Ni-alloys are expected to solidify with directionally-growing

cells (dendrite without sidearms) and dendrites due to the morphological instability (Mullins-Sekerka insta-

bility [42]) that develops at the moving solid-liquid interface (Fig. 9a). It is well-documented in solidification

literature that the grain/phase morphology depends on the growth velocity of the interface (R) and liquid

thermal gradient at the interface (G). The window of solidification can then be estimated from the plots of

G and R (Fig. 9c). From such plots, one can ascertain that an increase in G and decrease in R favors the

growth of columnar dendritic morphology while increasing R and decreasing G favors the growth of equiaxed

dendritic morphology. However, the typical values of R estimated during AM are between

Rth < R < Rab. (9)

Here, Rth (on the order of mm/s) is the critical velocity approximated by the constitutional supercooling

criterion,

G/Rth < ∆Tv/Dl, (10)

beyond which local equilibrium fails; and Rab is the absolute stability velocity,

Rab = ∆TvDl/(kvΓ), (11)

beyond which morphological instability disappears (see Fig. 9c). A definition of ∆Tv, Dl, kv, and Γ can

be found in Sec. 2.5. In the regime of R (Eq. (9)), the window of solidification gets modified as there is a

transition of solid-liquid interface morphology from dendrite (equiaxed mode vs. columnar mode) to cellular

to plane front as R approaches close to Rab (on the order of m/s) typical of AM. Further, as R becomes closer

to Rab, G increasingly plays a minor role in the microstructure selection process [58, 152]. Consequently,

growth morphologies can be represented in terms of R vs. C0 maps (Fig. 9d). This map illustrates that

under AM conditions, stable solidification microstructure for dilute alloys typically changes with R in the

sequence: dendrite → banded → planar, while for concentrated alloys microstructure changes in the sequence:

dendrite → eutectic → banded → planar [128]. Depending on the resultant growth morphology, the degree of
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microsegregation and other phase heterogeneities in the final microstructure will vary accordingly, affecting

the final material properties. Therefore, in view of the above sequential phase transformations under non-

equilibrium conditions, solidification microstructure selection (SMS) maps can be constructed as a function

of G vs. R or R vs. C0 to guide microstructure prediction and control in AM of metals.

Further, microstructure analysis of solidified melt-pool reveals that cells and dendrites grow epitaxially

in the direction of maximum temperature gradient parallel to the build direction (Fig. 9e). However, such

preferential growth direction (or texture) of the columnar structure can be different due to the location-

related G and R conditions in the solidified melt-pool (Fig. 9c). This affects the spatial and temporal

solute partitioning across the solid-liquid interface, leading to microsegregation and solute-trapping patterns

(Figs. 9a, 9b) and, subsequently, unwanted anisotropy in the mechanical properties of the AM parts. Such

non-equilibrium solidification behavior can be explored efficiently by varying the solidification conditions,

interface energy anisotropy, and interface orientation in the underlying chemical free energy of the PF model

(Fig. 9f). For more quantitative results, at least two points need to be considered. First, the influence of

interface orientation on the microsegregation behavior belonging to the single dendritic grain needs to be

quantified (Fig. 9f). Second, simulations should consider several dendritic grains in competition (i.e., com-

petitive growth) to study the question of grain selection [156], which will consider various orientation angles

and convergent/divergent growth conditions between dendrite grains that may affect the observed levels of

microsegregation and solute-trapping (Fig. 3g). In this way, the underlying mechanisms of microstructural

processes in dendrite materials will be better understood, the knowledge of which will guide microstructure

control under rapid solidification.

Although not shown here, the layer number, beam scanning and shaping strategies in a multi-track, multi-

layer AM process (while maintaining constant laser power and scan speed) affect the G and R conditions

(thus GR and G/R) in the melt-pool, controlling the key solidification microstructural features, such as

morphology, size, and texture (e.g., equiaxed vs. columnar). For example, both G and R decrease with

the increasing layer number, modifying the solidification mode and microstructural length scale [41, 82].

Customizing the scanning strategy between the continuous and pulsed beam and further controlling the

movement of the beam lead to spatial-temporal variation of G and R, tailoring the solidification modes

and thus texture [157]. The local modulation in the laser beam intensity profile (i.e., beam shape such

as ellipticity) is also found to strongly affect the resulting solidification microstructural features [48]. This

knowledge will aid in developing strategies for microstructure control during AM of dendrite materials and

closely related systems described below.

3.2. Eutectic solidification

The eutectics are the second most (after dendrites) commonly observed solidification microstructures

found in as-printed AM materials. In alloys that exhibit eutectic transformation (Fig. 8c), the liquid of
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Figure 9: (Color online) Microstructure evolution of metals fabricated by the LPBF process. Build direction B⃗ is vertical. (a)
Columnar dendritic microstructure results during AM of Inconel 625 alloy (reproduced from [50], with permission from Elsevier).
Microstructural inhomogeneities result due to microsegregation (kv) and solidification misorientation/texture (θ). λ is the
primary dendrite arm spacing. (b) Rapid cooling rates in AM lead to heavy interdendritic microsegregation of solute particles
in the as-solidified microstructure. The energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scanning analysis of elemental distribution
illustrates the microsegregation pattern in the interdendritic channels during AM of steel samples (adapted from [153], with
permission from Elsevier). The final stage of solidification often leads to heterogeneities such as shrinkage microporosity in the
dendrite material. (c) In a schematic solidification map (Type 1), the solidification modes or morphologies are presented in G
vs. R plots. Rab is the absolute stability velocity limit, see text for details. (d) In the solidification map (Type 2), various types
of solidification microstructure are presented via R vs. C0 plots for a quasi-binary Al-Si alloy with G = 106 K/m (reproduced
from [128], with permission from Elsevier). (e) Measurement of the misorientation angle θ (in Eq. (1)) between the columnar
growth and build direction is shown (reproduced from [154], with permission from Elsevier). (f) Typical PF simulations show
dendritic morphology with interdendritic solute microsegregation that results during AM of Inconel 718 (adapted from [155],
with permission from Springer Nature). Similar to experiments, dendrites grow with sidebranches along a preferred growth
direction relative to vertical G direction.
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eutectic/near-eutectic composition directly solidifies into two distinct solids without passing through a liquid

+ solid region, and hence phase segregation does not occur. Also, the eutectic growth occurs in a coupled

manner as the solids mutually exchange mass ahead of the solid-liquid front, resulting in a regular lamellar

structure with alternate arrangements of the phases characterized by the interlamellar spacing (λ). This

combined with eutectic undercooling ∆T and R results in the well-known growth relationships [158],

λ2R = K2

K1
and ∆T 2

R
= 4K1K2, (12)

where K1 and K2 are material constants. The experimental measurements on Pb-Sn lamellar eutectic [145]

show K1 = 0.09 s K µm−2 and K2 = 2.87 µm K when R = 1 µm s−1, λ ≈ 5 µm, and ∆T ≈ 1 K in Eq. (12).

Typical value of the constant K2/K1 has been reported to be 88 µm3 s−1 for Al-Cu eutectic alloy [159].

The alloy composition and cooling rate (GR) significantly affect the size, morphology, and fraction of the

eutectic phases. For example, lamellar spacing becomes increasingly refined with the increasing cooling

rate. Ultrarapid AM cooling conditions refine the microstructure even further and lead to nanometer-scale

ultrafine eutectics with excellent mechanical properties [159, 160]. For example, a value of λ = 15 nm (each

phase is some 20 atoms wide) seems to be the minimum spacing that can be achieved with R on the order

of 0.2 m/s [161]. As is the case with dendrites (Sec. 3.1), the eutectic growth relations under AM conditions

also become interface velocity-dependent as given for λ by the relation:

λ2R = Kv
2 (R)

Kv
1 (R) . (13)

Further, alloys with faceted interfaces such as Al-Si result in irregular eutectics, where coupled regular growth

does not occur and lamellar spacing can be represented by

λ2
mR = ϕ2 Kv

2 (R)
Kv

1 (R) , (14)

where λm is the mean lamellar spacing and ϕ is a material property equal to the ratio of λm to the spacing at

the extremum (assumed to be minimum undercooling) [128]. Moreover, a partial or complete transition from

a regular lamellar microstructure to an anomalous eutectic (often resulting from fragmentation of lamellar

phases via lamellae → stripes → cylinders → spheres) is found depending on the cooling rate [162, 163].

Interfacial energy involved with extremely fine eutectic scales observed in AM materials may play a critical

role in this process [164].

In the view of AM, eutectic formation is further complicated by the complex thermal history in the

melt-pool due to the repeated passes of the laser remelting/solidification and the wide range of cooling rates

that develop at different melt-pool regions. As a result, the size and morphology of the eutectic phases
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deviate significantly at different locations within the laser trace, leading to morphological heterogeneities in

the as-solidified microstructure [159, 160]. For example, uncoupling in the eutectic growth can occur under

rapid AM conditions close to the bottom of the melt-pool, where a fine lamellar structure is interrupted by

large single-phase regions, leading to the so-called anomalous growth (Fig. 10a). During anomalous growth,

microstructure evolution is extremely sensitive to the alloy composition and cooling rate. On the other

hand, when the anomalous eutectic solidification does not occur, microstructure evolution is dominated by

coupled growth of the eutectic phases, leading to lamellar arrays close to the surface of the solidified melt-

pool (Fig. 10b). In this region, multiple remelting sequences typical of AM possibly result in final cooling

rates that are sufficiently small to maintain the coupled growth of the eutectic phases. Also, a dramatic

reduction in the characteristic eutectic spacings is observed between the top and bottom regions of the

solidified melt-pool. The average λ observed is ≈ 20 µm around the surface, while it is only ≈ 100 nm near

the base. Such refinement in the eutectic structure leads to dramatic enhancement on strengthening the

microstructure (≈ 300 MPa in the surface vs. ≈ 1000 MPa in the base). Currently, very limited work on AM

of eutectic alloys exist. Therefore, it is essential to explore different eutectic materials and cooling conditions

to quantify the coupled/uncoupled eutectic growth transition and associated length-scales in relation to

λ via PF simulations. In this context, the Al-Cu and Ni-Zr eutectic alloys (Fig. 8c) can be studied that

exhibit high-temperature eutectic reactions, which should be relevant for AM. A solidification microstructure

selection map (Fig. 9d) combined with a stability analysis, which determines the operating ranges of different

eutectic growth structures for the variables lamellar spacing and alloy composition, can be performed for

a given specific eutectic material under AM conditions. These studies could potentially help in developing

strategies to guide parameter-microstructure control during eutectic phase transformations in AM of metals.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: (Color online) EBSD images of Al-Cu eutectic alloy microstructures (a) near the bottom and (b) near the top of
the solidified melt-pool (reproduced from [159], with permission from Elsevier). (c) Interface boundaries grow at an angle with
respect to the build direction (vertical) in Al-Al2Cu eutectic grain. (d) Inverse pole figure map of the laser-treated eutectic
alloy shows the orientation selection between multiple eutectic grains. (c) and (d) are reproduced from [165], with permission
from Elsevier.

Further, microstructural anisotropy may also result from the orientation (or texture) of the eutectic

phases. Non-equilibrium solidification of eutectic materials may strongly depend on the crystal orientation
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of the two eutectic phases [127], affecting the material properties. Such crystallographic effects during

microscale eutectic growth have been appreciated only recently [166, 167]. What happens to these effects on

nanoscale eutectics that develop during AM? Why do eutectic grains with preferred orientation relationships

prevail during AM solidification? These research directions have never been explored using theories or models.

It has been recently confirmed that the interface energy and its anisotropic properties significantly affect the

orientation of the microscale eutectic phases [166, 167]. This anisotropy depends on the relative orientation of

the eutectic phases with respect to each other. Whereas the solid-liquid interface in eutectic-forming metals

are only weakly anisotropic and can be described by smooth anisotropy functions, the interfacial energy

of the solid-solid boundary can be strongly anisotropic and may exhibit facets [164, 166, 167]. In eutectic

grains with special orientation relationships, interfacial energy often exhibits sharp cusp-like minima that

correspond to specific low-energy microscopic configurations. The above effects can be explored efficiently

by including suitable interface anisotropy functions and interface rotation angles in the chemical free energy

part within the underlying free energy functional of the PF model. In these simulations, two key points

should be considered. First, within a single eutectic grain (Fig. 10c), the orientation angle of the nanoscale

eutectic phases with respect to the temperature gradient direction needs to be estimated. Second, simulations

should consider several eutectic grains to examine the competition between multiple orientations (Fig. 10d)

in order to study the question of grain selection mechanism. These results may provide an explanation for

the prevalence of grains with preferred orientation relationships in nanoscale eutectics [165]. In this way,

the mechanisms of eutectic microstructural processes under AM conditions can be understood for a given

eutectic material.

3.3. Peritectic solidification

One of the less desirable aspects of fusion-based AM processes is the formation of coarse columnar

solidification microstructure/texture attributed to the intrinsic high G and R values in AM [168]. This leads

to unwanted anisotropy in the mechanical properties of the AM parts. As mentioned in Sec. 1, it may be

impractical to alter the AM microstructure via post-processing heat treatments and hot isostatic pressing

as they expected to have limited impact on a severely textured as-printed microstructure [169]. Therefore,

post-AM operations often do not represent a straightforward alternative to mitigate solidification texture.

The best solution is to promote the transformation of the columnar structure into an equiaxed morphology

(without forming undesirable intermetallic phases) during AM solidification [168–172].

Grain refinement accompanied by morphology control can be achieved via solute additions (i.e., inoc-

ulation) and adjusting solidification parameters in AM of alloys. It is generally observed that increasing

the cooling rate decreases grain size, improving the mechanical behavior of the alloy but at the expense

of the resulting columnar morphology. Therefore, challenges remain to transform this morphology into a

fine equiaxed morphology in order to control the harmful effects of solidification texture. As mentioned in
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Sec. 3.1, analytical solidification maps in terms of G − R or R − C0 plots can be used as a guide to iden-

tify the involved parameters ranges required to enhance columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET). In general,

CET occurs when the favorable interfacial instability and constitutional undercooling parameters trigger a

localized heterogeneous nucleation event at the nucleating particles at or ahead of the solidification front,

leading to patches of fine equiaxed morphology within a predominantly columnar structure [127]. However,

there is an ongoing challenge in AM is to produce a homogeneous microstructure with complete elimination

of epitaxial columnar grain/phase morphology [168].

To address the above challenges, an alternative path to produce fine equiaxed morphology is the presence

of a peritectic reaction during AM solidification (Fig. 11), the knowledge of which is extremely limited. In

contrast to the columnar microstructure (say, δ in Fig. 11a) resulting from monophase solidification (i.e.,

Liquid → δ), peritectic solidification results from multiphase solidification (i.e., Liquid → Liquid + δ →

γ). Depending on the alloy composition, peritectic reactions frequently result in the pro-peritectic dendritic

phase in the liquid (say, Liquid → δ) followed by the nucleation and growth of the peritectic phase (γ) around

the dendritic arms of the primary δ phase (Fig. 11a). Once the reaction is complete, a peritectic phase with

a fine homogeneous equiaxed morphology typically results (Fig. 11b) with ≈ 4 to 5 times reduction in grain

size [168–170, 172]. Analytically, the average grain size of the alloy material under AM conditions can be

estimated by the power law:

d̄ = K

(
1
Q

)n

, (15)

where K is some function of Dl/R; Q is the growth restriction factor given by

Q = mvc0(kv − 1); (16)

and n is a material constant reported to be between 0.33 and 1 in experiments [168]. Often, the peritectic

phase acts as heterogeneous nucleation sites, leading to grain refinement and thus improved mechanical

properties of the solidified material. Successful applications include Sc- and/or Zr-modified Al alloys having

a high-Q value [168, 171]. The peritectic phase (e.g., Al3Sc, Al3Zr) in these alloys modifies the highly

coarse (≈ 10 µm) columnar microstructure to significantly refined (≈ 0.8 µm) structures separated by an

equiaxed morphology at the solidified melt-pool boundaries [173, 174]. However, the volume fraction of the

microstructure characterized by equiaxed morphology has been found to depend on the processing conditions

employed. For example, an increase in both preheat temperature and heat input (corresponds to a low G/R

ratio) during LPBF led to a fully equiaxed microstructure in Al alloys [173]. Also, the solidification crack

formation was significantly reduced and even prevented by the grain refining effect caused by the peritectic

phases during AM rapid solidification in these peritectic alloys [174].

In addition, the rapid cooling rates in AM often lead to independent simultaneous nucleation of primary
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and peritectic phases directly from the melt, hence, they are not in crystallographic orientation relation with

each other [169]. As a result, significant texture reduction becomes possible in (quasi-binary) Ti-Al and

Ti-La alloys by reducing the columnar microstructures with an equiaxed morphology (Fig. 11b). It is worth

noting that the complete elimination of columnar texture will require elements that have a strong effect on

raising the melting temperature of the base element/alloy for a particular alloy system. Until currently, no

alloy element is known for enabling grain and texture refinement in steels through peritectic reaction. On

the other hand, rare earth elements such as La lead to significant texture reduction and the formation of fine

equiaxed morphology in Ti alloys (Fig. 8d) [169, 170]. Thus, a Ti-La alloy (Fig. 8d) can be modeled using

a multi-phase-field model to understand the above peritectic reaction mechanisms, considering the interplay

among alloy composition, alloy phase diagram parameters, and solidification conditions. This may lead to a

better understanding of the peritectic mechanisms in AM of metals, the knowledge of which will positively

impact commercial Ti and Al alloy compositions and would be applicable for morphology control and thus

properties in other major alloy systems.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: (Color online) (a) Multi-phase-field simulations (top panel) and experimental observations (bottom panel) of peri-
tectic solidification in Fe-C alloys are presented to demonstrate peritectic reaction mechanisms (reproduced from [175], with
permission from Elsevier). The peritectic reaction is given by: Liquid + δ → γ. The δ, γ, and Liquid phases are denoted by
orange, purple, and turquoise colors at simulation iteration step = 0 and step = 16000, respectively. Time is denoted by t in
experiments. More details is given in the text. (b) The EBSD orientation maps from side view of AM-fabricated Al-Cu-Mg alloy
(left) and Ti-modified Al-Cu-Mg alloy (right) are shown. The EBSD maps demonstrate the effect of Ti as a peritectic forming
element, which led to the formation of a fine homogeneous equiaxed microstructure without cracks (reproduced from [172], with
permission from Elsevier).

3.4. Banded Structures

Following the microstructure selection map (Fig. 12a), the final probable solidification microstructure

that could form due to an extremely high R value (close to Rab) is the banded structure [176] (Fig. 12).

This type of strongly far-from-diffusion-equilibrium structures are not commonly observed in traditional

manufacturing processes. Depending on the features of the alloy phase diagram and rapid solidification
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conditions, peritectic microstructures can be present in alternate layers of primary and peritectic phases,

leading to harmful band-like phase distribution pattern in the laser-solidified microstructure [127]. Recent

work [170] has shown that under specific alloy compositions (often concentrated alloys) and processing

conditions, banded structures transform into a fully lamellar eutectic microstructure (see Fig. 12b and the

solidification map in Fig. 9d), which provides balanced mechanical properties with sufficient ductility and

strength at elevated temperatures typical of AM applications.

Further, depending on the alloy composition (often dilute alloys) and rapid solidification conditions, the

formation of bands consisting of plane front and cellular/dendritic morphology is also possible [177, 178]

(Fig. 12c). According to an extensive study of several alloy systems, it is found that R >> Rab are needed in

order to definitely produce an absolutely stable planar solidification front. Thus, when R ≈ Rab, we generally

do not observe a planar solid-liquid front but rather an oscillating interface, signifying the transition from

a columnar dendritic structure to a banded pattern. It is to be noted that banded structures are rarely

observed in the final AM microstructure as these structures are expected to form at the highest R regions in

the solidified melt-pool (i.e., top surface), which are likely to get eliminated during the printing of subsequent

layers or upon post-AM processing. Further, G often plays no role in the rapid solidification regime relevant

for banding. Therefore, PF simulations can be performed with highly segregated Ni-Zr, Al-Cu, and Al-Fe

alloys (see Figs. 12d, 8b) as a function of initial composition and growth velocity to investigate banding

phenomena in AM of metals. The band spacing estimated from these simulations can be compared with

experimental measurements, as illustrated in Ref. [179].

4. Prediction and control of solidification microstructure-based defects and heterogeneities

Besides the presence of microstructural inhomogeneities discussed in previous sections, solidification

defects such as microporosity and hot tearing (or hot cracking) are commonly observed in the as-printed

microstructure [1, 3, 127] (Fig. 13). Microporosity often results during the late stage columnar/dendritic

solidification of AM materials when solid dendrites grow toward each other and finally coalesce in the

semi-solid mushy zone6, entrapping the solute-rich liquid in the interdendritic region [58]. As the fraction

of the solid in the mushy zone increases to greater than ≈ 0.7, the liquid in the interdendritic channels

cannot flow freely and compensate for solidification shrinkage, resulting in microporosity (size of ≈ 1 µm

and smaller) (Fig. 13a) [91]. Consequently, the semi-solid mush becomes weak and develops microcracks

and eventually ruptures under tension at elevated temperatures. This phenomenon is known as hot tearing

(Fig. 13b) [8, 181]. Although the influence of solidification defects on the material properties has been studied

for years, prediction and control of defects still remain a challenge in the AM community. It is even more

6The mushy zone in columnar dendrites is a two-phase solid and liquid coexistence region between the fully solid and the
fully liquid states where the majority of the solidification defects form.
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Figure 12: (a) G − R solidification microstructure selection (SMS) map for typical values of G = 106 K/m and R = 0.4 m/s,
adapted from [180]. (b, c) TEM images of banded structure formation in laser AM of metal alloys (reproduced from [177], with
permission from Elsevier). (b) Transition from lamellar eutectic morphology to banded structure (upper part) and vice versa
is observed in a eutectic Al-33 % Cu alloy for R = 0.5 m/s. (c) Formation of cellular/dendritic (dark band) and plane front
(clear band) banded structure in Al-4 % Fe alloy with R = 0.7 m/s. (d) Phase-field simulation of banded microstructure in
Al-9 %Cu alloy is shown using a composition colormap (reproduced from [179], with permission from APS). The band spacing
in simulation (≈ 400 nm) agrees well with the experiment. Composition is represented in mass fraction.

challenging for controlling defects predominantly during AM solidification, since post-AM operations may

introduce many undesirable effects, as discussed in Sec. 1.

4.1. Microporosity

A detailed understanding of the microstructure-based evolution of porosity (Fig. 13a) and its correla-

tion to solidification and alloy parameters will help address the associated challenges in AM. The porosity

effects are characterized by the pore size, morphology (e.g., spherical, elliptical, elongated, irregular), vol-

ume fraction, distribution, interconnectivity, and tortuosity [182]. Tortuosity describes the impact of the

shape of micropores. The dimensionality offers another degree of freedom to pore-microstructure interaction;

for example, the interconnectivity in 3D leads to a more enhanced diffusion and percolating pore network
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compared to the same in 2D. Also, the elemental microsegregation during rapid AM solidification alters

the local compositions surrounding the pore that may later promote heterogeneous nucleation of the solid

phases. Further, the volume shrinkage during terminal solidification leads to residual stresses and mechan-

ical deformation, which may have significant impact on the interface structure and porosity evolution and

subsequently the material properties [3, 25].

In the AM literature [3, 182, 183], the type and amount of porosity are often correlated to material-specific

process energy density, which is some function of laser power P and beam speed V (e.g., heat input P/V )

(Fig. 13c). Thus, it would be important to study how does the magnitude of energy input impact pore char-

acteristics. When the energy input is increased from low to high values, the pore morphology changes from

irregular to nearly spherical [182]. However, at intermediate energy input values, a pore-free microstructure

is obtained [182]. Also for some materials, there exists a critical energy input value above which the amount

of porosity increases rapidly [180] (Fig. 13c). These simulated pore microstructures can be characterized

using mathematical descriptors such as circularity, sphericity, convexity, and curvature analyses, which may

reveal critical information regarding pore formation mechanisms and local pore-microstructure interactions.

For example, a pore with sphericity or circularity greater than ≈ 0.7 is found to be more beneficial for

material properties when compared to an irregular pore morphology around which spatio-temporal features

of the microstructure vary more locally, degrading the mechanical performance of the alloy [182]. Therefore,

understanding the porosity dynamics and pore-microstructure interaction is essential.

With a PF solidification model [100] (Sec. 2.3) combined with appropriate starting material and bound-

ary parameter ranges, microstructural evolution of porosity can be predicted efficiently as a function of

solidification parameters, alloy phase diagram features, and time. The computational fluid dynamics and

volume-of-fluid-based approaches could also be used to study microporosity formation under AM conditions,

although their implementation is quite arduous when compared to the PF method [184, 185]. Based on the

simulation result, a reliable process window then can be developed using G − R solidification maps or P − V

process maps in which an optimal parameter settings will potentially reduce/remove the unwanted effects

of the solidification defects (Fig. 13d). Note that a set of G − V parameters can be correlated to P − V

process parameters via finite element thermal analysis [58] or, as a first approximation, via the solution to

the Rosenthal equation [64, 183] (Sec. 2.2).

4.2. Hot tearing

During PF simulations of dendrite material, the fundamental parameters that control the onset and

subsequent evolution of solidification defects are the dendrite arm spacing, solid and liquid phase fractions,

mushy zone thermal history, dendrite coalescence, and alloy composition [8, 91, 127]. By considering the

variation of these characteristic features as a function of solidification time t and distance x along the

interdendritic channel and their correlations to process thermal gradient G, interface velocity R, and cooling
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rate GR will help estimate hot cracking susceptibility (HCS) of a given material. For example, a measurement

of dfs/dT near fs = 0 (fs is the solid fraction) can be used to describe the liquid entrapment behavior in the

interdendritic region that may influence solidification shrinkage and cracking phenomena during terminal

solidification (Fig. 14a) [91, 181]. In this context, the Kou HCS index [181],

HCS = max
∣∣∣∣ dT

d(f0.5
s )

∣∣∣∣ , (17)

can serve as a useful reference to qualitatively determine if hot cracking will occur. Further, the length of the

mushy zone is largest for low R values and decreases with increasing R, which, in turn, reduces the dendrite

arm spacing and liquid channel segregation, facilitating earlier coalescence of adjacent dendrites to resist

cracking [91, 181, 186]. In a directionally-solidifying dendrite material, when solid fraction increases to a

value greater than ≈ 0.7, a transition from a liquid-like to a solid-like behavior of the mushy zone is observed,

promoting the formation of solidification defects [91]. Also for some materials, there may exist a critical

energy input value around which microcracks originating from hot tearing will appear [180, 187]. The above-

mentioned general approaches and parameters can be used to formulate material-specific criteria functions

in linear or polynomial forms, which will rapidly determine the effects of changes in involved parameters on

the trends of HCS as well as microporosity (Sec. 4.1).

4.3. Interdendritic secondary phases

During columnar solidification under non-equilibrium conditions, the rejection of solute element (when

kv < 1) at the solid-liquid interface severely enriches the interdendritic liquid channels (Fig. 14a). As a

result, the solute-rich residual liquid in the mushy zone freezes at a much lower temperature. Thus, a

solidified columnar structure is produced with interdendritic secondary phases (size of ≈ 20 nm to 150

nm) (Figs. 14b, 14c) [11, 24, 30, 189, 190]. These solid phases often result due to a eutectic reaction that

occurs below a critical temperature and beyond threshold solute composition values given by the alloy

phase diagram (Fig. 8e). The interdendritic secondary particles are often enriched by alloy elements in

variable amounts, hence precipitated as different intermetallic phases, such as Laves and δ in Inconel alloys

(Figs. 14b, 14c). It is observed that a finer size and discrete distribution of secondary phases are beneficial

compared to a coarser and continuous distribution (Fig. 13b) of the same, when resistance to deformation was

considered [188, 191, 192]. Moreover, various studies have also recognized the effect of columnar texture and

dendrite arm spacing on the precipitation of these phases [193, 194] (Fig. 14c). Further, increasing the cooling

rate decreases the degree of microsegregation, giving insufficient time for solute diffusion from the dendrite

core to the liquid. As a result, the volume fraction of secondary phases decreases with increasing cooling

rate and typically varies between ≈ 2 % and 20 % in experiments and numerical simulations [188, 191, 195]

(Fig. 14e).
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Figure 13: Solidification defects formation in AM of metal alloys. (a) Small, rounded microporosity results during AM of a
stainless steel 316L alloy (reproduced from [92], with permission from Elsevier). (b) Hot cracking with a long-chain morphology
of the Laves phase form during laser AM of Inconel 718 (reproduced from [188], with permission from Elsevier). (c) Microporosity
(grey) and microcrack density (black) in the as-solidified material strongly varied as a function of laser parameters and thus line
energy input (from [180]). (d) Schematically shown how process-solidification maps can be constructed for the prediction and
control of solidification defects. The combination of (AM parameter 1 vs. AM parameter 2) could potentially be (laser power
vs. beam speed), (thermal gradient vs. interface velocity), or (process heat input vs. melt-pool geometric terms) [3, 22, 183].
Here, the printable region (or process window) signifies optimal process or solidification parameter ranges that will allow the
formation of good-quality solidified material with minimal defects, while other zones (I, II, and III) represent non-optimal
parameter settings that lead to defects detrimental to the material properties.

The secondary phases often have a detrimental effect on the mechanical properties of the AM parts. Thus,

determination of the influence of the features of alloy phase diagram, interface orientation, and solidification

conditions on the size, morphology, distribution, and volume fraction of the secondary phases is essential.

For a candidate material, the Ni-Nb alloy can be studied to simulate the secondary eutectic phase formation

via Liquid → γ + Laves (Figs. 8e, 14d). Proper implementation of the starting material and threshold

composition and temperature boundary conditions in the PF model (Sec. 2.3) would allow quantitative

prediction of the type and amount of the secondary phases within the as-solidified interdendritic network
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(Fig. 14d). These simulations could also determine the processing window (e.g., a function of time and

temperature analogous to heat treatment) for each interdendritic phases, depending on whether it is either

beneficial or harmful in terms of final mechanical properties requirements. This knowledge will help in

developing solidification strategies to prepare homogeneous microstructures without harmful precipitates as

required for structural applications.
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Figure 14: (Color online) (a) Schematic demonstration of the formation of γ dendrites along with secondary/segregated phases
at the interdendritic regions. (b) Secondary δ phase forms at the interdendritic boundary (reproduced from [24], with permission
from Elsevier). (c) Laves phase along with other defects such as dislocation microstructure form in the as-printed microstructure
of Inconel alloys (adapted from [15], with permission from Elsevier). (d) Phase-field simulations of dendritic growth show
significant solute enrichment in the interdendritic channels to be solidified during terminal solidification. These solute-rich
liquid pockets are expected to form harmful Laves phase following terminal solidification (reproduced from [155], with permission
from Springer Nature). (e) The Laves fraction decreases with increasing cooling rate during AM of Inconel alloys (reproduced
from [188], with permission from Elsevier).

4.4. Unique microstructural irregularities

In addition to the above solidification defects, microstructure inhomogeneities in the form of unique mi-

crostructural irregularities may also be present in the as-solidified microstructure. These microstructural
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features are not accessible via traditional manufacturing methods such as casting, forging, or rolling. Under

non-equilibrium, rapid solidification conditions, significant spatial variations in solute amount are observed

across local regions in the solidified melt-pool that led to, among others, zigzag [176], mosaic [196], and

periodic columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) [197] microstructural patterns (Figs. 15a, 15b, 15c). Com-

plex scanning pattern and multi-layer material deposition during AM have a role in the formation of these

microstructural nonuniformities.

Further, the study of the interplay between eutectic and dendritic structures has an enduring popularity in

AM of metals, which is influenced by both solidification conditions and alloy composition [198] (see Fig. 9d).

Unfortunately, such competitive growth under non-equilibrium solidification conditions is rarely studied. In

this context, AM solidification led to a novel hybrid, hierarchical microstructure (in an Al-Si alloy, Fig. 15d)

- a high amount of eutectic phase mixture and significantly coarsened interdendritic network of the primary

dendrite phase – accompanied by an increased amount of microcracks, which negatively impact the properties

of the alloy material [18, 199, 200]. The above areas have not been addressed yet in the AM literature.

However, these effects can be understood by modeling the effects of complex, nonlinear AM thermal history on

microstructure evolution, particularly, considering a deviation of the thermal gradient from the build direction

and incorporating competition between multiple thermal gradients during the microstructure simulation of

dendrite materials. Interface energy and anisotropy may play a critical role in this competitive solidification

microstructure selection process.

5. Effects of submicron-to-nano-scale AM solidification

5.1. Nucleation effects: columnar-to-equiaxed transition

As mentioned previously, the columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) removes unwanted anisotropy in

mechanical properties of the AM parts. In experiments [14], CET may result due to an increase in the

heat input during AM of metals (Fig. 2c). Following the solidification maps (Figs. 9c and 9d), CET can

be predicted as a function of solidification conditions and alloy composition as a first approximation. It

is well-known that CET is facilitated by atomic-scale nucleation events in the constitutionally undercooled

liquid at or ahead of the solidification front (Fig. 16a). Empirical models such as Gäumann’s expression [201]

building on Hunt’s criterion [202] reasonably predict the CET behavior in material under non-equilibrium

conditions given by a critical value of Gn/R expressed as:

Gn

R
= a

[
1

n + 1

(
−4

3
πN0

ln(1 − ϕ)

)1/3
]n

, (18)

where a and n are material constants, N0 is the number of available nucleation sites, ϕ is the volume

fraction of the equiaxed grain. Comparing with the experiments, Knapp et al. [75] found the constants for
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Figure 15: Unique AM microstructures are expected to have unique mechanical properties. (a) A bi-directional laser scanning
path leads to the zigzag pattern in the as-printed microstructure of Inconel 718 [81]. (b) EBSD orientation map of the plane
perpendicular to the build direction of as-built 17-4 PH steel showing a mosaic-type grain microstructure that can be associated
to the heat input and laser scanning strategy employed (reproduced from [196], with permission from Elsevier). (c) Periodic
alternate grain morphology composed by coarse columnar morphology and fine equiaxed morphology results due to multistage
laser AM of Ti alloys (reproduced from [197], with permission from Elsevier). (d) A hybrid microstructure composed of dendritic,
eutectic, and other secondary features result in Al-Si alloys (reproduced from [200], with permission from Springer Nature).

Inconel 718 alloy to be a = 4.5 K2 s m−1, n = 2, and N0 = 2.65 × 1014 m−3. Based on several studies

(Fig. 16b) and analyses [202–204] on the growth and interaction of equiaxed grains with the columnar front,

a fully equiaxed microstructure is expected to occur with ϕ > 0.49 while a fully columnar microstructure is

expected with ϕ < 0.0066. A mixed columnar-equiaxed structure is expected for 0.0066 < ϕ < 0.49 [202–

204]. The empirical CET models have serious limitations as they do not include many non-equilibrium

effects associated with the nucleation undercooling and interface energy and, hence, are used primarily to

approximate CET predictions. Therefore, controlling CET in AM of metals still remains a challenge as the

underlying mechanisms are poorly understood.

Very recent experimental evidence [205–208] confirmed that the atomic structure of the liquid phase is
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not fully disordered and instead develops a short-range ordering (Fig. 16c). Such atomic-scale arrangement

of the liquid phase was found to significantly affect the nucleation behavior of the newly-formed phase

with an epitaxial relationship developed with the parent phase, controlling the solidification texture in the

final microstructure. Such ordering also influenced the attachment kinetics at the solid-liquid interface and

significantly slowed down the diffusional microstructural evolution processes. The above atomistic effects can

be even more drastic in the AM solidification regime as it can induce strongly out-of-equilibrium events such

as solute-trapping and spinodal phase separation [144, 209], leading to unexpected and undesired metastable

phases in the as-printed microstructure.

Further, the rapid cooling rate during AM increases the nucleation rate of the active phases and suppresses

the grain growth, controlling grain refinement and final microstructure, particularly CET (Fig. 16d). During

columnar growth, long channels of interdendritic liquid remain trapped between solidified regions. As the

temperature and liquid volume fraction in the mushy region decrease, solidification shrinkage and thermal

contraction in these channels produce cavities and hot tearing cracks, which may span the entire length

of the columnar grain. In contrast, fine equiaxed grains are more effective in accommodating the thermal

contraction strains associated with terminal solidification, leading to low tendency for defect formation [28,

29, 210]. There are observations [210] on grain morphology in Al alloys doped with Zr particles to create

heterogeneous nucleation sites ahead of the solidification front that reduce the critical solidification velocity

required to induce the equiaxed growth (Fig. 2a). As a result, equiaxed grains are maintained even in

solidification conditions under which columnar grains are usually expected to form. Ultrarapid laser heating

of Al-Si eutectic alloys led to the Si particles remaining unmolten at the end of solidification which act as

heterogeneous nucleation sites in subsequent cooling, promoting equiaxed grain formation and “inoculant-

free” grain refinement [211].

In the literature, simulations of heterogeneous nucleation using the PF model have taken several ap-

proaches. The most common one [212–214] uses the explicit nucleation method in which the local nucleation

probability (Pn) within a sample volume (∆V ) element and a certain time interval (∆t) is given by

Pn(r, t) = 1 − exp(−J(r, t)∆V ∆t), (19)

where J is the nucleation rate that can be estimated following the classical nucleation theory as

J(r, t) = J0(r, t) exp(−∆G∗(r, t)/kBT ), (20)

where J0 is the prefactor, ∆G∗ is the activation energy barrier of nucleation (function of critical radii of

the nuclei), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is absolute temperature. If Pn is larger than a numerically

generated random number between 0 and 1, the nuclei are explicitly introduced into the metastable liquid
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phase through a probabilistic Poisson seeding process. In another approach [213, 215], the conventional

Langevin noise terms of certain magnitude satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem are usually added

in the PF equations of motion to generate nuclei in the liquid phase. The above approaches, however,

have limitations in modeling nucleation in real materials under non-equilibrium conditions since they do

not consider the effects of different crystal structures, bulk and interface free energies, anisotropy, and

temperature dependence, among others [213].

In another approach [213, 216, 217], PF solidification models (Sec. 2.3) could be assisted by suitable

atomistic models such as molecular dynamics (MD) or phase-field crystal (PFC) to simulate the nucleation

phenomena for a quantitative study of microstructure development during rapid solidification (see (h) in

Fig. 3c). In this context, a PFC model can be preferred over other models in the view of PFC as a multiscale

simulation algorithm, which bridges the gap between the MD approach and PF approach by operating

on diffusive time scales yet atomic length scales. Therefore, efficient integration between PF and PFC

simulations could be possible. A PFC model uses a free energy functional of the density field as the order

parameter (similar to the PF method), which takes a constant value in the liquid phase and a periodic

function in the solid phase. In this model, any perturbation will increase the free energy, enabling the

simulation of atomistic events at much larger spatial and temporal dimensions that are not easily accessible

with other atomistic techniques including MD. A large variety of physical phenomena such as grain/sub-grain

boundary dynamics, atomic scale structure, bulk and interface free energies, and anisotropy are automatically

incorporated into the PFC model [213], thus allowing for quantitative simulation of the nucleation mechanism

due to the liquid phase ordering discussed earlier. Note that suitable experimental measurements of the

atomic-scale nucleation effects on melt-pool solidification will help design the PFC simulations [207, 208].

The PFC model parameters can also be linked to MD simulations [218, 219].

It is worth noting that other atomistic events occur during non-equilibrium AM solidification, which in-

volves the fundamental solid-liquid and solid-solid interface properties, including interfacial energy, anisotropy

parameters, attachment kinetics, and solute diffusivity. Specifically designed atomistic simulations could

estimate these parameters for input to the PF model for a more predictive simulation of solidification mi-

crostructures during AM of metals [129, 130].

5.2. Microstructure features

Let us briefly discuss the submicron-to-atomic-scale microstructural features as they relate to rapid AM

solidification. Depending on the alloy material and solidification conditions, a broad range of solidification

cell structures, elemental segregation, and nanoprecipitate phases result (Fig. 17) [7, 8, 22, 220–222] in

AM of metals. Due to the enhanced spatial and chemical resolution of these microstructural characteristics,

high-resolution characterization techniques such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atom probe

tomography (APT) are increasingly being utilized for atomic scale microstructure and composition analysis.
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(a) (b)

(d )(c)

ISRO in liquid liquid + iQC liquid + iQC + ?-Al

Figure 16: (Color online) (a) Schematic shows the nucleation-mediated CET behavior in the melt-pool. High R and low G values
close to the melt-pool surface promote equiaxed microstructure at the end of solidification, while low R and high G values close
to the bottom of melt-pool promote columnar microstructure at the beginning of solidification. (b) Solidification microstructure
selection map (Type 2) demonstrates the CET behavior of a Al-10Si-Mg alloy (reproduced from [128], with permission from
Elsevier) following Hunt and Gäumann [201, 202]. Typical laser parameter ranges are emphasized. SLM stands for selective
laser melting. (c) Schematic of how the Icosahedral Short-Range Ordering (ISRO) in liquid affects nucleation mechanism
(adapted from [207], with permission from Springer Nature). Quasicrystals (QC) are the most likely candidates to nucleate
initially in an undercooled metallic liquid due to their low solid-liquid interfacial energy. Following nucleation, solid phases grow
with specific crystallographic relationships. (d) Under AM conditions, many alloys tend to grow with a columnar dendritic
morphology. Later, heterogeneous nucleation facilitates equiaxed grain growth at favorable regions in the undercooled liquid,
leading to Columnar-to-Equiaxed Transition (CET) during AM of Inconel 718 (adapted from from [208], with permission from
Elsevier). Here, the left figure is a SEM image and the right figure is the EBSD crystal orientation map of the left figure.

Due to ultrarapid cooling rates in AM, a unique hierarchical microstructure with solidification cells of

size on the order of ≈ 1 µm or below are observed within the grain structure (of size on the order of sub-

millimeter) [7, 18] (Figs. 17a, 17b). In the AM solidification study of Al10SiMg alloy [18], it is reported

that the average size of the grain is 12 µm, the average size of solidification cell is 0.77 µm, and the average

thickness of cell boundary is 126 nm. The TEM studies reveal significant enrichment/microsegregation of

solute elements at cell boundary regions [7] (Figs. 17b, 17c). Interestingly, microsegregation, at the atomic

scale, may not be detrimental to material properties when compared to its effect on the micrometer scale. The

nanoscale cell boundaries and the attending dislocation networks assist in the rapid diffusion of solute atoms,

leading to more enhanced microsegregation. This impedes the dislocation motion effectively, resulting in an
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outstanding strength-ductility trade-off, which is a longstanding challenge in the materials community [7].

The rapid cooling rates in AM could lead to nanometer-scale non-equilibrium solute partitioning across

the solidification cells/dendrites and cell boundary/interdendritic regions [8, 220]. Alloy elements with kv > 1

partition into the dendrite core regions; elements with kv < 1 partition into the interdendritic regions; and

some alloy elements exclusively segregate at the interface. The segregation pattern of each alloy element

modifies the freezing range of the interdendritic residual liquid and engineers phase formation and stability by

modifying local composition. This could lead to the unexpected formation of interdendritic secondary phases

during the very end of the solidification, resulting in nucleation of highly metastable phases [223] and many

undesirable heterogeneities in the as-solidified AM material [8]. The APT measurements could accurately

quantify such solute partitioning behavior across nanometers wide interdendritic regions (Figs. 17d, 17e). A

detailed knowledge of the influence of each element’s partitioning on phase selection and freezing range could

potentially help in developing strategies in terms of appropriate composition and solidification parameters

adjustment for solving many longstanding challenges in metallurgical manufacturing, such as hot cracking,

as illustrated in Ref. [8].

As mentioned before, depending on kv and AM cooling rate values, solute atoms of alloy elements

severely enrich the dendritic and interdendritic regions [8, 220]. Upon subsequent cooling in the solid-state,

the second-phase precipitates (of size ≈ 10-150 nm) nucleate heterogeneously at these highly-supersaturated

solute-rich regions and subsequently grow to exhibit specific morphology (e.g., globular, acicular, plate,

lamellar, etc.) (Fig. 17c). The size, spatial distribution, compositional variation, volume fraction, orientation,

and interfacial behavior of the precipitate phases will depend on the extent of elemental partitioning and

the texture and scale of the grain/sub-grain features [193, 194]. It is to be noted that principles of solute

partitioning across the solid-liquid interface can be extended to the solid-solid phase transformation, including

nanoprecipitates formation. Detailed discussion of such post-solidification features is beyond the scope of

the present review.

Although computationally expensive, the PF simulations of Ni-Al and Ni-Nb alloys (Fig. 8) in three-

dimensions with nanometer-scale input interface thickness parameter values can generate solidification cell

structures. Serial sectioning of these structures can reveal valuable information on the resulting microsegre-

gation patterns [91] (Fig. 17f). Atomic scale PFC simulations can also be used to generate such nanoscale

solidification microstructural features [216], including the solute-rich cluster formation during the early stages

of precipitation [224, 225] (Fig. 17g). The solidification microstructures and the local composition, temper-

ature, and order parameter fields can be used as inputs into a sub-grain scale phase-field model [226–229]

for the simulation of subsequent solid-state phase transformation, notably precipitate phases formation as a

function of composition, temperature, time, and other solid-state microstructure variables (Fig. 17h).
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Figure 17: (Color online) Hierarchical microstructural features develop in AM of metal alloys. (a) A SEM image shows
a typical melt-pool boundary (sub-millimeter scale), high angle grain boundary (HAGB, microscale), and solidification cell
structure (nanoscale) in 316L steel. The inset shows solidification cells at higher magnification. The build direction is vertical.
(b) A TEM image shows an enlarged view of solidification cells from Fig. 17a. (c) A TEM image shows an enlarged view of
the solidification cells from Fig. 17b. Nanoscale precipitates form in the cell boundary region. (a)-(c) are reproduced from [7],
with permission from Springer Nature. (d) The ATP measurements (of the intergranular region of interest as shown in the
inverse pole figure map) illustrate the solute partitioning behavior of major elements in Inconel 738LC alloy across the nanoscale
interdendritic region (i.e., dark grey region) (from [8]). Atomic measurements are taken from isosurfaces of a given elemental
concentration to contrast between dendritic and interdendritic regions. (e) The APT analysis shows compositional variation
across the (carbide) precipitate phase within the interdendritic region (from [8]). (f) A PF solidification model simulates the
cell structure in AM of Inconel 718 (from [91]). Red represents cell structures and blue represents intercellular liquid. This
image is a 2D section of a 3D cellular microstructure. Although not shown here, the secondary phases are expected to form in
the solute-rich cell boundary regions at the end of solidification. (g) The PFC simulations of solute-rich cluster (labeled as a′)
formation prior to the precipitation process in Al-Cu-Mg alloy. Here, black dots indicate atomic positions. T-shaped symbols
mark the edge dislocations, which act as high-diffusivity paths for the solute atoms during the process (reproduced from [225],
with permission from Elsevier). (h) A sub-grain scale solid-state PF model simulates the growth of precipitate phases at a given
cooling rate and temperature in AM of Ti-6Al-4V (reproduced from [227], with permission from Springer Nature). Different
color represents the precipitate phase with different morphologies and orientation variants.
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6. Data science approaches

Due to the sensitivity of the resulting non-equilibrium microstructures to the high number of influencing

solidification and alloy parameters during rapid solidification, machine learning (ML) approaches can be

very suitable for estimating the microstructure features [230–232]. The PF simulation input and output

data could be a reasonable basis for developing physics-based ML algorithms, including regression, neural

networks, and decision trees [231–233]. These algorithms could be reasonable reduced-order models with

quantified uncertainty bounds to discover implicit knowledge and identify relationships in microstructure

data sets at a much reduced computational cost. Also, the ML approaches could identify the parameters or

factors critical for non-equilibrium alloy solidification and even accelerate the solver performance for partial

differential equations of PF models, enhancing microstructure simulations by orders of magnitude [234]. The

ML approaches might also aid in solving inverse problems [235, 236] for identifying optimal processing, mate-

rial, and composition parameter windows to produce target microstructure objectives for a given application.

The ML methods may also provide upscaling of materials information from atomistic to mesoscale PF mod-

els [237, 238]. Finally, the quality control in AM parts can be achieved through the control of variations

(i.e., anisotropy and uncertainty) in the as-solidified microstructure. Since alloy composition, solidification

conditions, and interface energy primarily contribute to the statistical variation in microstructure charac-

teristics, uncertainty quantification (UQ) of these dynamically-evolving signatures is essential to produce

benchmark-quality AM research [84, 85, 93].

7. Estimation of microstructure-properties correlations

Mechanical response of metal alloys is highly dependent on the local microstructural evolution. Therefore,

a fundamental understanding of the microstructure-property relationships in AM of metals is crucial. For

the sake of completeness, we will briefly mention the key approaches that could be followed to estimate

mechanical characteristics (such as stress-strain behavior) of the simulated as-solidified microstructures.

Due to space limitations, the present review is limited only to the as-solidified state of AM microstructures

as long as they relate to the solidification models. Thus the solid-state microstructure-properties modeling

had to be neglected in this review.

• A standard finite-deformation chemo-mechanically coupled phase-field (PF) model consisting of mass

conservation equations and other constitutive energy and kinetic equations incorporated with appro-

priate micromechanical models can be used to estimate mechanical behavior [100].

• Considering the thermomechanical conversion during AM of metals, a suitable thermodynamic dislo-

cation theory (TDT) based approach can be incorporated in the PF framework to study the effects
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of several mechanical aspects, including the residual thermal stresses and structural defects, on mi-

crostructure formation [239, 240]. Similar to the PF method, TDT is also based on the premise

that a dislocation microstructure must evolve following the second law of thermodynamics to a free

energy minimum that involves a continuous dislocation density and a thermodynamically-defined con-

figurational thermal history. Thus, it could be possible to predict the dislocation microstructures

and interactions by combining the PF and TDT free energy functionals and correctly identifying the

coupling between defect densities and PF variables. This approach could be particularly useful for

modeling dislocation cells generated in AM solidification (Fig. 14c).

• When the melt-pool solidification is simulated using a solutal or thermo-solutal PF model with no

mechanical components included, mechanical behavior of the resulting microstructures then can be

evaluated using suitable finite element-based structural analyses [25, 60] or via software, e.g., Object

Oriented Finite Elements (OOF) [241], which considers the microstructure, material properties, and

boundary conditions as input and solves related flux or divergence equations to investigate material

properties, including residual stress, distortion, and even hot tearing.

• The stress-strain behavior of as-solidified microstructures can be modeled by a “built-in” mechanical

coupling of the phase and temperature fields within the PF framework using the stress equilibrium

equation with elastoplastic constitutive equations for the involved solid phases, the numerical solutions

of which may reveal the residual stresses in the microstructure [242–245]. Integration of a grain-scale

PF model and a fast Fourier transform-based elasto-viscoplastic crystal plasticity model is employed

to predict the micromechanical behavior and properties of resultant microstructures [228].

• Micromechanical models can be used to approximate the mechanical behavior of the simulated mi-

crostructures. For example, the yield stress of a given material can be correlated to the length scales of

the microstructure (such as grain size, dendrite arm spacing, and lamellar spacing) and phase fractions

using suitable micromechanical models, including Hall-Petch, dislocation pile-up, and other strength-

hardness relations [60, 82, 246].

8. Summary, outlook, and research opportunities

The highly-localized melting, steep temperature gradient, and high growth velocity during AM solidifica-

tion of metals generate strongly far-from-equilibrium microstructures often accompanied by heterogeneities

such as solidification defects and texture. The underlying processes are characterized by the nonlinear in-

terplay of physical, chemical, thermal, and mechanical phenomena that extend across multiple length and

time scales, establishing a hierarchical nature of the microstructure formation process. As illustrated in

this review, a deeper and more fundamental understanding of the hierarchical processes during sub-grain
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and grain scales of alloy solidification is necessary for obtaining “AM-friendly” process-structure-properties

connections in AM of metals. We have detailed how advanced multiscale simulation, theory, and data-driven

modeling will accelerate the understanding of hierarchical microstructure evolution during AM solidification.

Nevertheless, there are still many unexplored research questions and challenges related to rapid solidification

dynamics and subsequent microstructure formation in AM that await to be discovered. As detailed in the

following, main research opportunities are grouped into quantitative simulations; computational challenges

related to high-performance computing; roles of nucleation toward columnar-to-equiaxed transition; novel

classes of microstructures; roles of microstructure selection maps; the influence of crystallographic effects; as

well as the processability of new alloys.

• The present review demonstrates how benchmark heat transfer FEA simulations incorporating non-

equilibrium melt-pool physics will quantitatively estimate time-dependent thermal history and hence

actual rapid solidification conditions in the melt-pool; and subsequent FEA structural analysis will

determine residual stresses and distortions in the solidified AM part. Since these topics are quite

challenging and thus rarely explored, we have discussed simple yet effective general approaches for con-

necting thermomechanical FEA simulations to microstructure simulations by correlating laser process

parameters and solidification conditions to microstructure features, including morphological descrip-

tors of the solidification process (e.g., dendritic, equiaxed, eutectic), length scale of the features (e.g.,

dendrite arm spacing), and feature volume fractions. However, there are tremendous computational

challenges associated with conducting a fully-coupled computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer,

structural mechanics, and microstructural evolution calculations for an AM build part. The present

review highlights a practical approach, which can be undertaken to conduct above computations in

a sequential (semi-coupled) manner under certain practical assumptions. Although such a strategy

poses data mapping challenges associated with transferring computed data among different types of

computational grids and/or finite elements (e.g., finite volume computational fluid dynamics to finite

element heat transfer analysis), it can provide valuable insights into the influence of the AM process pa-

rameters on the solidification microstructure, distortions, residual stresses, and mechanical properties

of the AM part. Additionally, this approach allows for incorporation of advanced constitutive models

that may be needed to describe adequately the thermomechanical behavior of AM parts of complex,

multicomponent alloys.

• The phase-field model has the highest fidelity among all microstructure simulation methods. A physics-

rich phase-field model will allow quantitatively accurate simulation of alloy solidification under highly

non-equilibrium AM conditions. The physics governing melt convection, heat flow, solute transport,

solid-liquid interfacial energy, crystal anisotropy, and curvature effects must be modeled with non-

equilibrium parameter settings for microstructure simulation during AM solidification. However, this
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makes the phase-field simulations computationally very intensive. Thus, it becomes prohibitive to sim-

ulate the AM solidification problem on the scale of the full-melt-pool or a large AM part, demanding

the simulation run time to be significantly reduced. To solve these challenges, the emerging exas-

cale heterogeneous (CPU+GPU) HPC architectures with their modern software design and algorithm

and enhanced computational methodology could be deployed for conducting large scale, high-fidelity

microstructural evolution simulation. Such capability would enable calculations that require solving

equations involving billions of variables (degrees of freedom) and significant number of micro time steps

for the first time [125, 247]. Thus, micro- and mesoscale (i.e., sub-grain and grain scale) phase-field

simulations will no longer need to be restricted to the scale of representative volume element, but

may allow performing microscale-resolved full-melt-pool simulations on continuum scales [248]. The

Tusas phase-field code (developed by the authors) mentioned in this review is part of the ExaAM

(and parent ECP) project [19], which utilizes advanced software (MPI+Kokkos parallelization with

hybrid CPU+GPU implementation) and exascale hardware and has demonstrated ideal strong and

weak parallel scaling with over four billion degrees-of-freedom on over 25 thousand GPUs on Summit

supercomputer [95]. Currently, Tusas is being used for quantitatively accurate full-melt-pool phase-

field simulations of microstructure evolution during alloy solidification in 3D (Fig. 18) [249], allowing

comparison between real-time predictive modeling results of AM with suitable experimental measure-

ments. To the best of our knowledge, such a study has not been done.

30 µm

(a) (b  ) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 18: (Color online) Exascale-ready Tusas phase-field framework [45] is used to simulate the solidification behavior of an
entire laser spot melt of Ni-7.34 % Al alloy in 3D. In a simulation domain of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm) [249], we only show
the zoomed details of melting and solidification regions within the domain. The temporal evolution of the composition field
(shown by the color scale bar) demonstrates the time-dependent microstructure evolution due to the variation of G and R in the
solidifying melt-pool: (a) early melting; (b) transition from melting to freezing; (c) plane front solidification; (d) transition from
planar to cellular/dendritic morphology; and (e) steady-state cellular/dendritic morphology develops over the entire solidified
melt-pool. Here, the composition is presented in mass fraction. The simulation utilizes 3072 GPUs for a total run time of 42
hours on Summit [117].

• As explained earlier, the as-solidified microstructure is most critical for AM since post-AM operations

(e.g., heat treatment) not only reduce the economic attractiveness of AM but they may lead to harmful
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consequences such as grain growth and coarsening and hence they may not represent a straightforward

choice for mitigating microstructural heterogeneities including solidification defects and texture. To

solve these challenges, we detail in this review that a thorough understanding of microstructure selection

(e.g., columnar, dendritic, equiaxed, eutectic, peritectic, banded, and hybrid) and their interactions

in relation to the length-scale, type, and amount of the microstructure features; solidification defects;

competitive growth among different classes of microstructures; morphological transition; compositional

variation; crystallographic interfacial effects; and nucleation events during AM solidification will guide

microstructure design of the as-solidified material to suit a specific application. Also, extremely large

values of solid-liquid interface velocity (or cooling rate) typical of non-equilibrium AM solidification

generate sub-grain and grain features of ultra-fine length scales; in this regime, new microstructure

physics and equations such as crystallographic effects are yet to be investigated, making them a worth-

while goal for basic research.

• In the context of AM, an essential task is to study the formation of defects such as microporosity,

precipitation of secondary phases of eutectics or peritectics, and hot cracking during the late stages

of solidification. A subsequent related task is to model the solid-state phase transformation processes

such as competitive precipitation and residual stresses in the as-solidified microstructure that require

input from solidification microstructure calculations [50, 190, 250]. With an integrated solidification

and solid-state transformation phase-field modeling, the whole AM process can be evaluated in order to

find a better way to prepare the as-solidified microstructure suitable for meeting service requirements.

Such a quantitatively accurate modeling framework could also be used for process design, that is, to

accurately predict the effect of processing conditions on microstructure formation, the knowledge of

which will accelerate the processability/printability of many metallic alloys, which are not yet suitable

for non-equilibrium AM processing.

• Of practical importance is to predict the process-structure relationships when numerical simulations are

not feasible or become computationally unaffordable. In this review, we have systematically detailed

the analytical expressions that could be used as reduced-order models (ROMs) to rapidly approximate

the morphological descriptors of the solidification process (e.g., dendritic, eutectic, and peritectic),

the length scale of features (e.g., dendrite arm spacing, lamellar spacing), and compositional variation

(e.g., microsegregation). Although these analytical expressions may have limitations during the non-

equilibrium AM solidification, they could be quite informative in the frame of AM when the sub-grain

and grain structures become very sensitive to processing conditions. Collectively, these analytical ex-

pressions can also be used to create a variety of solidification microstructure selection (SMS) maps

(G vs. R and R vs. C0 or G/R vs. C0) for a concise representation of the solidification morphology

and defects that may form for a set of alloy composition and solidification conditions. These maps
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can further be correlated to processability/printability maps (P vs. V ) to evaluate the optimal pro-

cess, solidification, and alloy parameter windows in terms of microstructure selection, morphological

transition, compositional variation, and defects. The SMS maps also allow for rapid assessment of

a vast parameter space and act as a guide for more detailed numerical simulations, enabling alloy,

microstructure, and processing development during AM.

• Alloys that solidify in cubic crystal structures are usually affected by strong anisotropy due to the for-

mation of coarse columnar microstructure with a preferred orientation/texture. Novel microstructure

development in AM could be possible via making use of suitable phase transformation, e.g., peritectic

reactions, which may lead to a homogeneous fine-grained microstructure without preferred crystal-

lographic grain/phase orientation. Also, the deformation-induced phase transformations may lead to

microstructure refinement and weak texture formation beneficial for AM applications [251]. It is impor-

tant to model the gradient microstructure formation in functionally graded materials (FGMs), which are

characterized by spatial variations in compositions/constituents and/or microstructure features (e.g.,

grain size, texture, etc.) along single or multiple directions to achieve exceptional mechanical proper-

ties along the desired gradient direction [7, 10, 252]. Also, the study of as-solidified microstructures in

which the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ regions correspond to the coarse grains/soft phase and fine grains/hard phase

may also lead to new research insights toward improved strength-ductility synergy in heterogeneous

materials [252]. Significant spatial deviation in local chemical composition across the microstructure

still is a major issue in AM of specialty alloys as it may lead to unique microstructure irregularities such

as periodic columnar-to-equiaxed transition; and as has been demonstrated, e.g., for shape memory

alloys (SMA), where phase transformation is strongly affected by microstructural and compositional

heterogeneity [253, 254]. As discussed in this review, carefully designed phase-field simulations could be

used to obtain precise information on the above microstructure evolution mechanisms. Note that the

above new classes of microstructures are not accessible through conventional manufacturing methods

via casting, forging, or rolling.

• Ultrarapid cooling rates (≈ 105 K/s to 108 K/s) during AM often lead to a highly non-equilibrium

solidification process, altering the solidification path and final microstructure. This may even re-

sult in the so-called “skipping” of thermodynamically stable phases that do not have enough time

to form via diffusion-controlled growth processes. Recent experiments [196, 255, 256] demonstrate

the possibility of partially or entirely by-passing the austenite phase and resulting in a stable ferritic

microstructure at the end of solidification of δ ferrite in LPBF of 17–4PH steels. Thus, the final mi-

crostructure observed in these and related alloy systems is the one obtained directly after melt-pool

solidification, without any further phase transformation occurring in the subsequent solid-state AM

processing. Interestingly, when R exceeds Rab (Eq. (11)), a diffusionless, plane-front solidification with
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complete solute-trapping and a segregation-free microstructure is obtained in these alloy systems. Also,

a unique, highly anisotropic “mosaic-type” microstructure (Fig. 15b) results in these alloys in which

the grains/phases inside each mosaic has different crystallographic orientations as compared to those

of grains/phases in the adjacent mosaics [196, 257]. The above observations demonstrate the range of

microstructure and phase control options available in metal AM. A phase-field model with a judicious

selection of composition, different G and R conditions, and an appropriate description of interfacial

anisotropy may explain the formation of such diversity of microstructures obtained in metal AM.

• New insights are also expected from the investigation of the atomistic mechanisms behind nucleation

which are not yet well understood in the regime of AM solidification. Very recent measurements con-

firm that metastable quasicrystals of icosahedral phase nucleate first in the heterogeneous liquid molten

pool that leads to the development of grain structure in AM, particularly columnar-to-equiaxed transi-

tion [207, 208]. Consequently, new analytical models will be required to predict CET since Hunt’s and

other derivative CET models may become inappropriate under such highly non-equilibrium solidifica-

tion conditions. Moreover, the knowledge of solidification pathways and the morphological transition

is considerably less advanced in the AM solidification regime (high G and high R limit close to Rab).

With extremely large values of temperature gradient in AM when the zone of undercooled liquid head

of the solid-liquid interface reaches a few nanometer long, are the analytical criteria to predict mor-

phological transition still remain valid? A detailed investigation is required to shed light on the above

technical issue. As discussed in this review, phase-field models must be assisted by specifically designed

atomistic simulations such as via phase-field crystal technique to model the effects of nucleation and

other interfacial phenomena on the microstructure formation during AM solidification.

• We present a comprehensive review to critically address the solidification microstructure evolution in

AM, the prediction and control of which can be quantitatively studied using numerical simulations.

According to the best knowledge of the authors, such a review has not been conducted before. We

have detailed that phase-field simulations under appropriate physical and numerical conditions can

produce quantitatively accurate microstructure formation for given AM conditions, enabling a more

accurate evaluation of process-microstructure relationships in AM of metals. We have also mentioned

various numerical means of estimating the mechanical behavior of the as-solidified microstructures.

Collectively, process-structure-properties connections can be made for a given material under non-

equilibrium AM solidification. Such information could be helpful for alloy, microstructure, and process

design to suit a given application.

Finally, the research findings and potential future enhancements mentioned above are expected to develop

a detailed understanding of the underlying mechanisms of non-equilibrium solidification dynamics and mi-
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crostructure formation during AM of metals. Consequently, these studies will potentially advance strategies

to identify “AM-friendly” robust microstructures to achieve target material properties (e.g., those needed

for single crystal turbine blades, hot-section gas turbine components etc.). Though the present review fo-

cuses only on metallic alloys, the overall microstructure control principles discussed here could be applied

to diverse families of materials, including superalloys, intermetallics, and composites. These materials could

be modeled efficiently using a multi-component multi-phase-field model, accelerating broad adoption of AM

for industry use and enabling the design of new alloy systems within the rapid solidification regime.
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